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Chapter 1

Introduction

Interaction of a particle beam in a solid is dominated by stochastic behaviour: trajecto-

ries are not deterministic but are result of random scattering with atoms of the medium.

Nevertheless, contrary to amorphous materials, single crystals feature a precise and or-

dered atomic nanostructure replicating up to macroscopic size. Especially along main

crystallographic direction, atoms are placed not into the irregular scheme like amorphous

but built planes and axes. Thus, interaction of impinging particles is better understood

with a continuous potential. Such potential is characterized by extremely intense fields,

heavily influencing charged particles trajectories into behaviour otherwise unattainable.

A plethora of orientational coherent phenomena exists, which leads to novel approaches

for high energy physics experiments. Channeling is the principal effect investigated in

this thesis. Particle intercepting crystal lattice structure within a small critic angle are

bounded to its planes or axes continuous potential.[1] Positive charged particles in planar

channeling are repelled away from atomic nuclei and forced to propagate in oscillatory

motion between two adjacent atomic planes, thus experiencing strongly suppressed energy

loss while crossing the medium. This interaction between beam and crystal enables the

possibility to manipulate the latter by acting on the first. In particular, particles chan-

neled in a bent crystal follow its curvature. The steering power of the technique largely

overcome electromagnetic optics: a few mm long bent silicon can as a several hundred

Tesla magnetic dipole. This can be exploited to substitute an artificial magnet to deflect

beams [2] or to induce spin precession of a particle[3], in a much reduce space and with no

energy consumption. In this thesis most of the work is focused on the fabrication of bent

crystal suited for steering LHC proton beam for several different applications. The upgrade

of the collimation system: substituting amorphous target with a crystal-based system to

gently separate the beam halo from the primary beam. The extraction of halo into an
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extracted beam line for simulation of cosmic ray shower or other fixed target experiments.

The precession of spin in strange and charmed baryons in order to investigate electric and

magnetic dipole moments. The sample required for these applications requires develop-

ment of bending techniques with nanometric precision over macroscopic sizes (millimetres

and centimetres) and equally sensitive measurement methods to control the production

process. Interferometry, x-ray diffraction and autocollimation were combined and pushed

to state of art limit in order to achieve such goals. The preparation works carried out

mainly in Ferrara was completed with beam test at CERN North Area, on SPS extracted

beam lines. In collaboration with CERN UA9 experiment and Crysbeam and SELDOM

ERC projects, channeling features of the prototypes were directly investigated with 180

GeV pions beams.

Another type of orientational coherent phenomenon was investigated as well. The inter-

nal fields of a crystal grow in intensity as the density and atoms’ atomic number increase. In

axially aligned heavy inorganic scintillator such as lead tungstate, ultrarelativistic particles

such as electrons (and positrons) with momentum ≥26 GeV perceive in their rest frame a

Lorentz boosted field which overcomes Schwinger critical fields. This condition, reached in

nature only in extreme environments such as pulsar atmosphere, enables non-linear QED

mechanism and strongly enhance the emission of hard photons. Thus, electromagnetic

shower is significantly accelerated, and the material acts with an effective radiation length.

Electromagnetic calorimeters exploiting this effect would outperform regular one and al-

lows compact solution for beam dump or airborne experiments. A deep investigation of the

crystal quality of the crystalline sample was carried out with x-ray diffraction techniques,

both in Ferrara laboratories and external facilities such as ESRF in Grenoble, before the

actual experiment with 120 GeV electron (and positron) beam.

In order to produce an auto-consistent work, in the thesis the first chapters are dedicated

to the description of physical phenomena exploited in the applications of the crystalline

samples. Indeed, many production parameters are directly linked to the features of the

coherent phenomena occurring in the crystal. Following chapters will be dedicated to the

description of the applications and the relative research carried out in the University of

Ferrara Laboratories and external facilities such as CERN and ESRF.
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Chapter 2

Coherent interactions of charged

particle beams with crystalline media

2.1 Crystal lattice

As the very first x-rays diffraction experiments by Laue and Bragg confirmed the existence

of crystal lattice, in 1912 Stark [4] had the first idea that such ordered structure may be rel-

evant for the process of interaction of charged particles with matter as well. Forty year later

Ferretti [5], Ter-Mikaelian [6], Dyson and Uberall [7] studied the interference of relativistic

electron bremsstrahlung radiation with crystal atomic planes (coherent bremsstrahlung,

CB), and anticipated remarkably different features than the case of amorphous target

described by the Bethe and Heitler formulation (BH) [8]. Experimental confirmation fol-

lowed soon thanks to Diambrini-Palazzi et al. at Frascati in 1960 [9]. Finally, in 1963 the

channeling effect was discovered in computer simulations [10] and experiments [11], which

observed anomalous long penetration depth of positive ion in crystal when trajectory was

closely aligned with crystallographic axes.

In 1964 Lindhard [1] developed the theoretical bases of the phenomenon, introducing

the concept of continuous potential. Indeed, particles impinging into a lattice at low angle

with its planes or axes undergo a series of correlated small scattering events with atoms.

Thus, analytical calculation of the total effect can be carried out by summing each sin-

gle scattering, obtaining for positive charged particles a potential well with maxima on

planes/axes and minimum between them (whereas the opposite take place for negative

charged ones). Channeling consists in the trapping of a charged particle within the pla-

nar/axial potential well.

Early investigations on channeling focused on low energy particles (1÷100 KeV), and
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still nowadays great deal of studies in solid state physics exploits the phenomenon. The

idea of exploit channeling for ultrarelativistic beam manipulation was first proposed by

Tsyganov in 1976 [12]. The basic principle being that in a bent crystal, particles bound

by channeling to plane or axes would be induced to follow the curvature. The first exper-

imental attempt to exploit channeling in bent crystal was to extract a circulating beam

from an accelerator by means of a bent crystal was performed at Dubna Synchrophasotron

[13], where an 11 mm long crystal operating in parasitic mode diverted a 8.4 GeV proton

beam at an angle of 35 mrad with an efficiency of ∼ 10−4. Later, an intensive experimental

campaign was carried out at U-70 (IHEP, Protvino, Moscow), where 50 and 70 GeV proton

beams [14, 15] were extracted with an efficiency of about 1%. The low extraction efficiencies

were ascribed to sub-optimal geometries of the crystals [16] or to a non-optimized experi-

ment set-up [13]. Although the obtained results showed low efficiency, they demonstrated

for the first time the channeling phenomenon. Afterwards, an experimental campaign was

started in the late 1990s at CERN (proton beams of energies of 14, 120 and 270 GeV

[17–19]) and Tevatron (proton beam of energy 900 GeV [20, 21]). Extraction efficiencies

increased (∼10% and ∼25% respectively), but still remained at values consistently lower

than the ones reached with slow extraction approaches (∼98%). Such low values were

ascribed to the presence of an imperfect layer on the crystal surface [18, 22, 23], unwanted

parasitic effects in the deformation of the crystal [17, 23], and to an inappropriate choice

of the length of the crystal [22, 24–26]. In particular, simulations demonstrated [22, 23]

that the length of the crystals used at SPS and Tevatron (30 and 40 mm respectively)

was optimized for operations in single-pass mode, not in multi-pass. As a result, crystals

about 5 times shorter would have provided extraction efficiencies about 3 times higher.

Moreover, recent simulations predict the possibility to reach an efficiency of 99% for 270

GeV proton extraction from the SPS [27]. Simulation models proved to be invaluable tools

in the design of crystalline deflectors and drove the design and manufacturing of a subse-

quent generation of crystals [28] and bending schemes [29, 30]. This progress resulted in a

considerable increase of extraction efficiency, which reached the value of 85% [29]. Further

developments, carried out in the last 20 years in crystal manufacturing and characteriza-

tion, allowed to manufacture crystals free from lattice damage, surface roughness lower

than 0.1 nm, and miscut angle (i.e. reference plane deviation in SEMI notation[31]) lower

than 5 µrad, satisfying the requirements to aim at the collimation or the extraction of

the LHC circulating beam. Driven by those results, an intense experimental campaign [32]

investigating the possibility to collimate or extract the proton beam circulating in the LHC

was started in the late 1990 at H8 and H4 extracted lines of the SPS. New coherent inter-

action effects of ultra-relativistic proton beams with crystals were observed, among which
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were the phenomena of volume reflection [33, 34], beam steering by means of crystal axes

[35–37], multiple volume reflection [38–41] and mirroring [42]. For the first time, efficient

beam steering was also recorded for both positively [43–45] and negatively charged particle

beams [46, 47]. The success of this campaign led to the use of the SPS as a platform for

developing the technology needed to attempt the collimation of the LHC circulating beam

[38, 48, 49]. Successively, two bent crystals were installed in the LHC [50], where coher-

ent interactions even at 6.5 TeV were observed [51]. This result opened the possibility to

achieve crystal-assisted collimation of the LHC circulating beam. Two more crystal were

installed in 2017 and a total of 92h of Machine Development from 2015 until long shut-

down 2 in 2018 were dedicated to study and refine crystal use in LHC. Crystal collimation

was tested for both protons and ion beam during injection, energy ramp up and flat top

operation. Positive results led to a first employment of crystal collimation not in dedicated

test but assisting experiments during collisions. LHC high luminosity upgrade consider

employment of crystal for ion beam collimation. Further studies were developed in-

vestigating new exploitation of bent crystal in LHC machine. In 2014 Crysbeam ERC

project proposed the employment of a long bent crystal to steer beam halo into an exter-

nal beamline for fixed target experiments. Afterwards other suggestions were made based

on the separation of beam halo from primary beam and its consequent use in a dedicated

experiment, but exploiting existing detector inside LHC and thus avoiding extraction to

an external line [52, 53]. Recently interest in study of magnetic dipole moment (MDM)

and electric dipole moment (EDM) by use of planar channeling in bent crystal has been

reignited. As early proposed by Baryshevsky back in 1979[3] and experimentally observed

at Fermilab in 1992 [54], spin precession takes place for channeled particles travelling along

bent planes. Such effect could be the unique tool currently available for investigation of

MDM and EDM in extremely short-lived particles such as charmed baryons. Λ+
c and Ξ+

c

even when boosted at TeV momentum can only travel few cm before decaying. Indeed, to

efficiently induce precession of these quantities in such compact manner a bent crystal is

the only feasible solution (an artificial magnetic dipole would require magnetic field ¿ 103

Tesla). In SELDOM ERC project, an 80 mm silicon (or 50 mm germanium) bent crystal

imposes a 16 mrad deflection on charmed baryons produced in a tungsten target by proton

extracted upstream from beam halo using another bent crystal. In this chapter, a brief

description of coherent interactions in straight and bent crystals is presented. Although a

plethora of phenomena correlated to coherent orientational effects in flat and bent crystal,

focus is pointed to channeling and axial strong field as they are mainly exploited during

this work.
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2.2 Channeling and related phenomena in straight

crystals

2.2.1 Directional effects

An amorphous material is characterized by homogeneity and isotropy, much like in a gas

medium a charged particle would undergo series of random and uncorrelated scattering

events with each atom. Energy loss and trajectory changes are statistical results deriving

from the total sum of such interactions. A single crystal instead is made of a continuous

repetition of the same precise arrangement of atoms (unit cell), neighbour atoms positions

are precisely defined and replicated over the total volume of the solid. This lattice structure

appears different wrt the point of observation, along specific orientations in particular,

atoms are aligned in string and planes. Incoming charged particles impinging at large

angle wrt such direction undergo larger deflection in each scattering event and quickly

loose the original trajectory (governed motion). But, when a particle impacts the medium

at small angle wrt lattice planes/ axes, one atom induce only small perturbation on the

trajectory (ungoverned motion). In 1964-5 Lindhart addressed the issue [1] and calculated

how subsequent interaction with single atomic potential are correlated, an effective physics

description would thus consider the whole lattice interact with the projectile particles.

Indeed, a continuous potential was calculated summing the single atomic potential of each

orderly placed atoms on the planes.

In the next sections, the concepts of continuous potential and of channeling are de-

scribed following the book [16]. Most attention is given to planar effects, since they are

the most investigated within this work of thesis.

2.2.2 Planar motion of charged particles in a straight crystal

Continuous Planar Potential

When the motion of a charged particle is aligned (or nearly aligned) with a string (or plane),

subsequent perturbations of trajectory caused by single atoms may coherently built up,

leading to a collective effect on particle motion. Indeed, in such low-angle approximation

one can replace the potentials of single atoms with an averaged continuous potential

supported by the whole lattice planes (or axes). As atoms position in lattice is well defined,

thus it is possible to calculate a one-dimension potential by integrating single atom-particle
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potentials V over the planes:

Upl(x) = Ndp

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

V (x, y, z) dy dz (2.1)

N being the density of atoms and dp the interplanar spacing. Fig. 2.1(a) shows a scheme for

a positive particle interacting with a crystal plane composed by individual atoms. Given the

Figure 2.1: a) A positive particle moving in a crystal misaligned with respect to the axis but
nearly aligned wrt crystallographic plane. b) particle feeling an averaged planar continuous
potential (U(x)): a potential well between two neighbouring crystal planes [55].

distance between particle and atom r =
√

x2 + y2 + z2, if it is not too much larger than aTF

(the screening length of the particle-atom interaction), the potential V (r) is Thomas-Fermi-

like, hence it can be described by the nucleus point-charge coulomb potential modulated

by Fermi screening function Φ
(

r
aTF

)

taking into account the electronic distribution around

the nucleus:

V (r) =
ZiZe

2

r
Φ
( r

aTF

)

, (2.2)

Zie being the particle charge and Z the atomic number of the crystalline medium. Here, the

screening distance is aTF ≈ 0.8853aBZ
− 1

3 and the Bohr radius is aB = 0.529 Å. Lindhart

in his work defined the screening function as:

Φ
( r

aTF

)

= 1−
(

1 +
3aTF

2

r2

)
− 1

2

, (2.3)
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the integration of such potential over the lattice plane leads to the following result:

Upl(x) = 2πNdpZiZe
2(
√

x2 + 3aTF
2 − x). (2.4)

A more accurate approach is given by Doyle and Turner [56], where the potential V (r) is

obtained by fitting the electron scattering factor, determined by a Hartree-Fock calculation,

to experimental results. The Doyle-Turner potential has the form

V (r) = 16πZiaBe
2

4
∑

i=1

ai
(bi/π)3/2

exp
[ −r2
(bi/4π)2

]

, (2.5)

where ai and bi are tabulated coefficients [56]. The planar static continuum potential

according to Doyle-Turner is:

Upl(x) = 2π1/2NdpZiaBe
2

4
∑

i=1

ai
(bi/4π2)1/2

exp
[ −x2
(bi/4π2)2

]

, (2.6)

Another common approximation for the Fermi function Φ was given by Moliére [57],

leading to a different approximation for planar potential:

Upl(x) = 2πNdpZiZe
2aTF

3
∑

i=1

αi

βi
exp

(

− βix

aTF

)

, (2.7)

being α = (0.1, 0.55, 0.35) and β = (6.0, 1.2, 0.3) the Moliére’s coefficients.

An important factor to consider is the temperature effect as well. Since atoms modify

their position through thermal vibration, the real potential is affected as well, especially

near the lattice planes. In order to properly address the issue, position of each nuclei

should be defined as a Gaussian probability distribution centred on each site, with deviation

correspondent to the root-mean square amplitude, uT
1

P (x) =
1

√

2πu2T
exp

(

− x2

2u2T

)

, (2.8)

the modified potential can be obtained by convoluting Upl(x) over this distribution. As

an example, for silicon at room temperature, uT is about 0.075 Å, which is quite small

as compared to the lattice constant d = 5.43 Å. Fig. 2.2 displays the continuous poten-

1One should remember that, even if a material is at T = 0 K, its atoms has an irreducible
amount of vibrational energy
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tial under Moliére approximation with the contribution of thermal vibrations at different

temperatures for the case of Si(110) planes.

Figure 2.2: The Moliére potential of the Si(110) planes at different temperatures, and the
potential of the static lattice. Top to bottom at the left edge: static, 77K, 300K, 500K
[16].

The main contribution to interplanar particle motion in the lattice is caused by the two

nearest planes, thus the total potential can be approximated as

Upl(x) ≈ Upl(dp/2− x) + Upl(dp/2 + x)− 2Upl(dp/2), (2.9)

x being the transverse coordinate, with origin defined at the minimum of the potential

U(0) = 0. As a result, a positive particle moving in a crystal nearly aligned with crystal

planes sees the crystal as a series of potential wells, U(x), formed between neighboring

planes (see Fig. 2.1(b)).

Most employed material for channeling experiment with high-energy particle are Dia-

mond, Silicon and Germanium. All with the same type of diamond-like fcc crystal lattice

(see Fig. 2.3-left), they are the only three single crystals that can be growth to large sizes

(> 102mm3) with almost perfect lattice structure. In some cases, since higher Z materials

generate a stronger potential, W crystals while of worst quality are still an appealing al-

ternative.Fig. 2.3-right shows the main planes of the cubic lattice, indicated by the Miller

indexes. Each plane has a different inter-atomic distance, dp. Table 2.1 summarizes the

parameters of the strongest planar channels of the crystal of silicon at room temperature.

Higher Miller indexes correspond to weaker crystal planes.
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Figure 2.3: Left-The diamond cubic lattice is characterized by a tetragonal covalent bond:
two identical fcc lattices, one inside the other and shifted along the bulk diagonal by one
quarter of their length. Right-The main planes of the cubic lattice, i.e., (100), (110) and
(111).

Plane dp [Å] aTF [Å] uT [Å] U(xc) [eV] U ′(xc) [GeV/cm]
Si 0.194 0.075

(110) 1.92 16 5.7
(111)L 2.35 19 5.6
(111)S 0.78 4.2 3.5

Table 2.1: Parameters of some planar channels of silicon crystal. The potentials U are
given at the distance xc = dp/2− 2uT in the Moliére approximation [16].

Fig. 2.4 displays some examples of the interplanar potential energy of positively charged

particles interacting with the (110) and (111) planes, which are the most commonly used

for channeling experiments, due to the generation of the largest potentials. The harmonic

approximation U ∼ x2, plotted with a dashed line in Fig. 2.4(a), fits the interplanar

Moliére potential rather well, and it is often used for analytic estimations. The planar

potential-well depth in silicon is ∼ 20 eV.

Fig. 2.5 shows the scheme of continuous planar potential for either positive (a) or

negative (b) particles in the case of a silicon crystal oriented along the (110) planes. The

harmonic approximation does not hold for the planar potential for negatively charged par-

ticles, being opposite to that for positive particles and thus more similar to an ”inverted

parabola” [58].
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Figure 2.6: a)A positive particle bound in the interplanar continuous potential. b)Top view
of the channel. Here are highlighted the components of the transverse (pt) and longitudinal
(pl) momentum of the particle with respect to the plane direction. θ = pt/pl is the small
misalignment angle with respect to the crystal plane. Adapted from [59]

Planar channeling is characterized by remarkably different features from motion in

an amorphous medium or misaligned crystal [16]. Inside a solid medium, energy loss

by a charged particle is mainly derived by two sources: electronic and nuclear stopping.

The first being caused by the inelastic collisions with atomic electrons, the latter being

related to scattering with nuclei. As nuclei are much more massive than electrons, far

more momentum and energy is transferred per event. A single nuclear collision, ignoring

spin effects and screening, behaves following the well-known Rutherford formula where
dσ
dΩ

∝ 1/ sin4(θ/2), hence small angular deflection are favoured wrt larger ones. Particle

undergoes numerous scattering building a random total modification of its trajectory. At

relativistic energies, electronic stopping is completely dominating, being nuclear stopping

∼ 103 times smaller. A quantum perturbation treatment of the excitation of the atomic

system may then be applied (Bethe-Bloch treatment) [1]. For light particles, such as

electrons and positrons, the radiative losses become dominant in the energy loss spectrum

at relativistic velocities [60].

Channeled particles, depending on electric charge, are subjected to either enhancement

or suppression of energy losses. Positive particles are confined by continuous potential

far from atoms on lattice plane and thus scarcely interacts with nuclei. Even electronic

collisions are much lower as larger electronic density is near atoms. This of course leads to

a significantly reduced energy loss: positive charged particles cross much larger distances

than in an amorphous medium. The opposite occurs for negatively charged particles as

potential drives them near planes, increasing probability of nuclear and electronic energy
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loss. Radiative losses instead are larger in both cases, as new emissions phenomena are

induced by the oscillatory motion of the particle inside the channel (channeling radiation).

This affects mainly light particles such as electrons and positrons.

While single scattering event between particle and atom are of quantum nature, chan-

neling motion may be considered of classical mechanics for large momentum. In analogy

with the quantum harmonic oscillator, such approximation increases effectiveness as ener-

getic levels grow in the potential well. The quasiclassical estimate of the number of levels

in the one-dimensional potential well at planar channeling yields N ∼ dp
λc

√

EU0

m2 ≫ 1, λc

being the Compton wavelength, E the particle energy, U0 the potential well depth and m

the particle mass. The second condition is always fulfilled for heavy particles, such as ions

and protons, but for light particles (electrons, positrons) the classical approach starts to

work in the 10− 100MeV energy range [58].

The classical principle of energy conservation can thus be extended to channeling mo-

tion transversal energy (see eq. 2.1). When the transverse component px of the particle

momentum p is much smaller than the longitudinal component pz (i.e. θ ≈ tgθ = px/pz

≪ 1), the total conserved energy E of the system can be written in the form:

E =
√

px2c2 + pz2c2 +m2c4 + U(x) ≃ px
2c2

2Ez

+ Ez + U(x) = const, (2.10)

being Ez =
√

pz2c2 +m2c4 a conserved quantity, since the potential energy U(x) is in-

dependent of z. As a consequence, the transverse energy, ET = px2c2

2Ez
+ U(x), must be

conserved too. Being px ≃ pzθ and assuming Ez ≈ E, pz ≈ p, using the known relation

pc2 = vE, where v is the particle velocity, we may rewrite ET as:

ET =
pv

2
θ2 + U(x) = const. (2.11)

The particle trajectory is obtained by the integration of

dz =
dx

√

2/pv[ET − U(x)]
. (2.12)

Rewriting eq. 2.11 by taking into account that θ = dx/dz one obtain

ET =
pv

2

(

dx

dz

)2

+ U(x) = const (2.13)

Differentiating with respect to z and dividing all terms by θ, the result for the one-
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dimensional transverse motion in the potential U(x) is:

pv
d2x

dz2
+

d

dx
U(x) = 0 (2.14)

Eq. 2.14 describes the particle transverse oscillation of the particle motion under the

influence of the planar potential U(x).

In the case of positively charged particle, in Sec. 2.2.2 it has been shown that the

harmonic approximation U(x) ≃ U0

(

2x
dp

)2

for the interplanar potential can be used for

qualitative general studies (while for precise calculation simulation would be needed). In

this case the solution of eq. 2.14 is a sinusoidal oscillation:

x =
dp
2

√

ET

U0

sin

(

2πz

λ
+ φ

)

(2.15)

with the oscillation period being λ = πdp
√

pv/2U0.

In the case of negatively charged particles, the harmonic approximation for U(x) never

holds, therefore a single period cannot be defined. Nevertheless, the main features of the

electron motion at planar channeling can be easily observed by means of the simple model

of ”inverted parabola potential” [58]:

U(x) ≃ U0

[

1−
(

1− 2|x|
dp

)2
]

. (2.16)

Within this simplified model the period of each channeled particle depends on its transverse

energy inside the potential well, ET , being λ = dp
√

pv/2U0ln|
1+
√

ET /U0

1−
√

ET /U0

|.

The particle remains trapped within the channel if its transverse energy is lower than

the potential-well depth U0 (defined at the distance dp/2 from the center of the potential

well:

ET =
pv

2
θ2 + U(x) ≤ U0. (2.17)

This equation clearly shows how transversal energy increase as misalignment with lattice

grows. As previously stated channeling can occur only when ET is smaller than the poten-

tial depth, thus the maximum impinging angle for a particle moves along the center line

of a channel (x = 0, U(0) = 0), with oscillations around the center of the channel, can be

calculated from eq. 2.17:

θc =

√

2U0

pv
, (2.18)
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θc being the critical angle introduced by Lindhard, for both planar and axial channeling

independently of the particle electric charge sign.

Dechanneling

The motion of channeled particles is affected by incoherent scattering with electrons and

nuclei, which causes the non-conservation of the transverse energy ET due to the contri-

bution of a random scattering angle in a event of scattering. As a result ET may become

higher than the potential barrier, thus escaping bound state from the channel (dechannel-

ing process) [16, 47]. There are two main sources of dechanneling in crystals: the multiple

quasi-elastic scattering with nuclei and the multiple inelastic scattering with electrons.

In a regular medium, the electronic scattering is usually neglected in many physical

approximation and the incoherent scattering with nuclei can be well described by a multiple

Coulomb scattering2 (MCS) process. MCS can be roughly represented by a Gaussian for

small deflection angles [61], where the value

θ0 = θrms
plane =

13.6MeV

βcp
Z

√

t

X0

[

1 + 0.038 ln

(

t

X0

)]

(2.19)

is the width of the approximate Gaussian projected angle distribution, p, βc and Z are the

momentum, velocity and charge number of the incident particle, and t/X0 is the true path

length in radiation length unit. A more accurate theory was given by Moliere [62], which

takes into account the large scattering angles (> a few θ0) leading to larger tails that a

Gaussian distribution does.

In the case of a crystalline material, it is not always possible to disregard the contribu-

tion of multiple scattering with electrons and nuclei scattering needs adjustment as well.

For positive planar channeled particles, the two phenomena are addressed separately as

electronic and nuclear dechanneling.

Interaction with nuclei leads quickly to variation in ET and resulting overcome of po-

tential barrier. While for TeV energy such effects may progress across few millimetres and

calculation must employ simulation, for lower energy can be correctly assumed that all par-

ticle travelling near lattice planes undergo dechanneling. We can approximate the atomic

density as a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation equal to the atomic thermal

vibration amplitude, uT , (see eq. 2.8), and then assume that the atomic density region

interested by intense multiple scattering extends, for example, over 2.5 uT , the so-called

2We are neglecting the strong interactions that may also contribute to multiple scattering for
hadronic projectile.
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Figure 2.7: (a-b) planar potentials experienced by positive and negative particles channeled
in the field (110) silicon planes. Shaded regions highlight the regions of high nuclear
density (nuclear corridors), vertical lines inside those regions show the positions of atomic
planes. (c) Trajectories of two 150 GeV/c π+: the trajectory of the particle with larger
oscillation amplitude is for a particle whose impact parameter lays inside the region of
high nuclear density (i.e. the particle is in unstable channeling state). Such a particle is
dechanneled after traversing a short distance in the crystal. The other trajectory refers to
a particle impinging far from atomic planes (such particle is in stable channeling states).
(d) trajectories of two 150 GeV/c π−: all negative particles pass through the high-atomic
density regions and are subject to nuclear dechanneling [47].

nuclear corridor (see Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b)). Particles crossing such areas in the interplanar

channel would thus be significantly affected by nuclear scattering, consequently escaping

channeled state. This kind of trajectories can occur either when a particle enters the lat-

tice directly into the nuclear corridor or when transversal energy induces large oscillation

reaching nuclei proximity. Thus it is useful to introduce the concept of critical transverse

coordinate

xc =
dp
2

− 2.5uT (2.20)
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and this other common definition of the critical angle of channeling

θc =

√

2Ec

pv
(2.21)

where Ec = U(xc) is the critical transverse energy. Within this picture, particles impinging

onto the crystal far from the atomic planes and with transverse energy ET ≤ Ec are

found in stable channeling states. While nuclear dechanneling acts mainly in the very

first layer of the crystal, depending on the impact parameters, electronic dechanneling

becomes the dominant effect afterwards. In the central zone of the interplanar potential

where channeled particles oscillate, electronic density is fairly low and constant. Hence the

particles slowly escape channeling as the series of minor scattering with valence electrons

stochastically build up ET . One can treat the non-conservation of transverse energy ET

for soft interactions in the framework of the diffusion theory starting from the Fokker-

Planck equation [63]. Therefore, in the depth of the crystal the fraction of channeled

particles decreases exponentially, Nch ≈ Nstexp(−z/LD), z being the crystal depth, Nst

the total number of particles with ET ≤ Ec at z = 0 and LD the dechanneling length,

which increases with the particle momentum. After some approximation and using the

Lindhard potential for an atomic plane (eq. 2.4) in the case of high-energies (γ ≫ 1), an

approximated value for the electronic dechanneling length for positive particles channeled

between atomic planes could be [16]:

LD =
256

9π2

pv

ln(2mec2γ/I)− 1

aTFdp
Ziremec2

(2.22)

whereme and re are the mass and the classical radius of an electron, I is the mean ionization

energy and γ is the Lorentz factor. The diffusion approach remains valid for the electronic

dechanneling, since the contribution of single strong collisions that my knock the particle

out of the channeling mode at once remains small. This effect starts to become important

for electronic dechanneling at energies ≥ GeV.

On the other hand, if a crystal is short enough to avoid the total loss of particles due

to nuclear dechanneling, the numbers of channeled particles at coordinate z, Nch(z), over

the total number of particles, N0, can be roughly estimated as in [44], where both the

dechanneling processes, which lead to a decay in the number of channeled particles, are

approximated by exponential functions as following:

Nch(z)≈Nune
−z/Ln +Nste

−z/LD (2.23)
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where Nun and Nst are the number of particles in unstable and stable channeling states

at the crystal entry face (z = 0), respectively. For Si (110) at 300 K, Nun ∼ 19.5%N0

and Nst ∼ 80.5%N0. Ln and LD are the nuclear and electronic dechanneling lengths,

respectively. The electronic dechanneling is a slower process than the one due to the

strong nuclear collisions. As an example, Fig. 2.7 (c) shows trajectories of two 150 GeV/c

π+ channeled in the (110) potential well depth [47]. The trajectory of the particle with

larger oscillation amplitude is for a particle whose impact parameter lays inside the region

of high nuclear density (i.e. the particle is in an unstable channeling state). Such a particle

is dechanneled after traversing a short distance in the crystal. The other trajectory refers

to a particle impinging far from atomic planes. Such particle founds in stable channeling

state.

The electronic and nuclear dechanneling lengths could be measured in experiments, but

it is not easy to separate the electronic long component from the nuclear short one, unless

of being in special experimental conditions, e.g., through the usage of short bent crystals

[44]. As an example, for 400 GeV/c protons interacting with Si (111) planes, LD ∼ 220

mm [64], while Ln ∼ 1.5 mm [44].

The calculations seen above are valid in the case of motion of positively charged particles

channeled between two crystallographic planes. For negative particles the planar potential

is attractive and since the minimum of the potential well is located on the atomic planes,

all the particles with ET < U0 at z = 0 are readily directed toward the nuclear corridor,

crossing the dense layers of atomic nuclei (see Fig. 2.7(b)-(d)). As a consequence, all

negatively charged particles lie in unstable channeling states (Nst = 0, Nun = N0) and the

mechanism of dechanneling via interaction with valence electrons negligibly contributes to

dechanneling with respect to nuclear dechanneling. The diffusion approach can be used to

treat also the dechanneling of negative particles, in particular for electrons [65].

A simple way to estimate the number of channeled particles at depth z is [47]:

Nch(z)≈N0e
−z/Lneg (2.24)

Since the probability of scattering with nuclei increases, it increases also the probability of

dechanneling. For this reason, the total dechanneling length for negative particles Lneg is

much shorter than the electronic dechanneling length LD for positive ones according to the

theoretical and the experimental data [66]. Indeed, it has been shown in [47] that Lneg is

of the order of the nuclear dechanneling length for positively charged particles Ln. As an

example, Fig. 2.7(d) displays the trajectories of two 150 GeV/c π− channeled in the field

of (110) Si planes. One can notice that all negative particles pass through the high-atomic
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density region and are subject to nuclear dechanneling, independently on their impact

parameters with atomic planes. This approach is generally correct for crystal (length

> 0.2Le), but in shorter crystal such approximation can lead to slight overestimation of

the efficiency. In delicate experimental setup such as LHC, where crystal effect on the beam

dynamics must be calculated with few percent accuracy, this effect is indeed relevant. In

this case, fraction of the channeled particles as a function of penetration in the crystal can

be calculated starting from the diffusion equation whose solution is

Pch(z) =
Nch(z)

N0

=
1

N0

∞
∑

n=1

Ane
−λnz (2.25)

Where Nch are the channeled particles, N0 are the total number of particles in the beam.

It is easy to see how for long crystal the approximation of the summation to the first

term ()A1 ≈ 1 and λ1 ≈ 1

Le
) may not create issue, while for shorter length also the

other parameter are non-negligible. Also the definition of the nuclear corridors is model

dependent, and thus may lead to some discrepancies. Thus Monte Carlo simulation are

needed in order to confirm results of analytical model when high precision is critical.

The stochastic nature of the dechanneling mechanisms leads to the existence of an

opposite process to dechanneling. The rechanneling phenomena consists in the scattering

processes (both with electrons and nuclei) that modify a free particle trajectory into a

channeled state. The reversibility rule [1] assures that for any trajectory of a particle in a

crystal a time-reversed trajectory is possible. Therefore, as well as there are particles that

leave channeling mode in the depth of a crystal, the are particles entering the channeling

mode (feeding in). This effect should be taken in account as could modify in non-negligible

manner the channeled fraction of a beam.

2.2.3 Axial Channeling

The continuous approximation can be used also in the case of a particle aligned with the

atomic strings. In such case, a charged particle is influenced mostly by a crystal axis,

which generates a stronger electric field than for a plane. According to Lindhard, the

axial continuous potential averaged along the longitudinal coordinate of the string can be

written in the form [16]:

Uax(r) =
ZiZe

2

ai
ln
(

1 +
3aTF

2

r2

)

(2.26)

where ai is the interatomic spacing in the string and r is the distance from the particle to

the axis (see Fig. 2.8).
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wider orbit around the nuclei at the minimum of the potential, thus reducing scattering

wrt planar channeling and amorphous medium.

2.2.4 Energy Loss

Energetic heavy charged particles in an amorphous substance (or a misaligned crystal), lose

energy mainly in inelastic collisions with atomic electrons, i.e., through ionization energy

losses. The stopping power dE/dx, x being the depth penetration, is described by the

Bethe-Bloch formula and the energy loss shows the Landau distribution form [60]. The

frequent soft collisions, that cause only an excitation, provide a Gaussian-like peak in the

energy loss spectrum, while the rare close hard collisions, in which the energy transferred

is sufficient to cause ionization and eventually secondary ionization (δ − rays), contribute

to the long high-energy tail and to the spread of the energy-loss distribution.

When a positively charged beam is aligned with respect to atomic planes it could be

divided in two parts: channeled beam (with x ≤ xc) and random beam (with x > xc).

The channeled beam moves in a region with lower electron density as compared to the

amorphous case (see Fig. 2.9 (a)), so the contribution due to hard collisions is suppressed.

For this reason, both the average loss of energy and its spread are decreased compared to the

amorphous case. A quantitative description of the position-dependent energy loss was given

by Esbensen and Golovchenko [67]. On the contrary, since negatively charged particles

oscillates around planes, the ionization losses for channeled particles are comparable to the

one for amorphous medium. In fact, in the case of axial channeling, negatively charged

particles oscillate around axes, thus seeing an increased atomic density as compared to

amorphous case. The result is an increase of energy loss as compared to random orientation

(about the 20% more for GeV negative particles) [68].

Furthermore, because of their small mass, electrons and positrons not only lose energy

in collisions with atoms, but also in the emission of electromagnetic radiation arising from

scattering in the electric field of a nucleus (Bremsstrahlung) [8]. At energies larger than

the critical one [69],

Ec ≈
610MeV

Z + 1.24
, (2.30)

bremsstrahlung dominates in the energy losses of electrons and positrons as compared to

ionization losses (see in Fig. 2.9(b)). In silicon, Ec ∼ 40 MeV.

As introduced before, the e.m. radiation emitted by e+/e− through coherent interac-

tions is more intense than for common bremsstrahlung in an amorphous medium. Such

increase occurs not only for channeling, thereby called channeling radiation (CR) [70], but
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also in the case of particles that move in over-barrier states in the fields of several atomic

planes or axes [6]. A qualitative description on the process of e.m. radiation emission in

oriented crystals is presented in Chapter 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (a) The electronic density (solid line) and the mean ionization energy loss
(dashed line) in an aligned crystal, normalized to the amorphous values, in Si(110). (b)
Stopping power for electrons in tungsten (solid-line): bremsstrahlung contribution (dashed-
line) and Bethe-Bloch one (dot-line). Adapted from [16]

2.3 Coherent interactions in bent crystals

2.3.1 Planar Channeling in a bent crystal

The concept of exploiting channeling in bent crystal to deflect high energy charged particle

beam was first conceived by Tsyganov in 1976 [12]. His hypothesis was that particles bound

to lattice structure would remain so when crystal was bent, hence gaining an angular shift

after crossing the medium.3

In case of macroscopic curvatures (from ≈ cm−1 to several m−1), bending has a negli-

gible effect on the planar (axial) potential in the angstroms scale of the laboratory inertial

frame (see Fig. 2.10(a)). On the contrary, in the non-inertial reference frame (comoving

with a particle channeled with zero transverse momentum along the bent planar channel)

a centrifugal apparent force appears due to the bending of the crystal (see Fig. 2.10(b)).

3In this Section, we follows mainly the book [16].
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Figure 2.10: Scheme of the channeling motion of a positive particle that enters in the
channel aligned with respect to the crystal planes: a) in the laboratory inertial frame; b) in
the non-inertial comoving reference system which rotates with the particle; the centrifugal
force appear. Adapted from [55].

In the lab-frame, a particle enters in the channel aligned with the crystal planes, i.e. with

transverse momentum pt = 0, and during the motion the particle acquires a non-zero pt in

order to follow the channel bending. In other words, the interplanar continuous potential

exerts a force that modifies the particle momentum. On the other hand, in the comoving

reference frame the particle momentum direction does not change, but a centrifugal force

directed towards the external side of the channel appears. In the comoving frame, where z

axis follows the direction of bent atomic planes and x is the transverse coordinate defined

with respect to atomic planes at some point z, the equation of motion 2.14 for a channeled

particle becomes:

pv
d2x

dz2
+ U ′(x) +

pv

R(z)
= 0, (2.31)

x and z being the transverse and longitudinal coordinates in the comoving frame, respec-

tively, while 1/R(z) is the local curvature of the channel. If the bending radius R is

independent from z, the particle moves as if it was in an effective interplanar potential of

the form:

Ueff (x) = U(x) +
pv

R
x, (2.32)

with a transverse energy ET = pv
2
θ2 + Ueff (x).

Fig. 2.11 shows some examples of Ueff (x) for different pv/R ratios for the Si planes

(110), as compared to the case of unperturbed potential U(x) for positive particles. If

pv/R increase, the depth of the effective potential well decreases while its minimum value
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Figure 2.11: The interplanar potential in Moliére approximation for Si (110) (solid line)
and the effective potential for pv/R of 1 GeV/cm (dashed line) and 2 GeV/cm (dotted
line) [16].

is shifted towards the atomic plane. For these reasons, at some critical (pv/R)c the well

completely disappears and channeling becomes impossible. The critical radius of curvature

is defined by the maximal interplanar electric field εmax near the atomic planes:

Rc =
pv

eεmax

. (2.33)

For instance, eεmax is about 6, 12 and 48 GeV/cm for (110) planes in Si, Ge and W,

respectively. The depth of the potential well in the case of bent crystal is Ec
b(Rc/R) =

Ec(1−Rc/R)
2, where Ec is the critical transverse energy in a straight crystal. Following

this definition, it is possible to define the critical angle for bent crystals:

θc
b(Rc/R) = θc (1−Rc/R) , (2.34)

θc being the critical angle for a straight crystal. One can notice that θc
b is reduced of a

factor (1−Rc/R) from θc. Dechanneling length may be affected as well due to the modified

potential wrt the straight crystal case. Such variation in case of constant bending radius

along the whole curvature can be easily estimated by the formula:

LD(R) = LD(∞)

(

1− Rc

R

)2

(2.35)
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In the evaluation of the channeling efficiency for a bent crystal, the contribute to dechan-

neling caused by bending may be approximated as an a mere acceptance issue (eq. 2.34)

and compute electronic dechanneling with modified dechanneling length (eq. 2.35). This

should be applied only for constant bending situation, where along all the curvature R

value does not change.

Lattice quality and radiation damage

Channeling phenomenon heavily depends on the presence of the regular and periodic ar-

rangement of atoms occurring in crystals. Previous discussion considered a perfect lattice,

with atoms displacement from theoretical structure caused only by thermal vibration. In

a real crystal, atoms may indeed be misplaced, and localized alteration of the lattice may

appear. It is thus of great concern to quantify the effects of defects on coherent phenom-

ena. Presence of single atomics vacancies or interstitial gives lower influence since during

each oscillation a channeled particle would interact with huge number of atoms, hence in-

dividual contributions is masked by the rest of. It can be safely assumed that point defects

influence decreases as λ ∝ √
pv, where λ is the oscillation period. Dislocation effect instead

grows as beam energy increases [71]. Indeed, dislocations induce stress in the lattice and

hence a deformation. The local curvature radius Rl at a distance r from the dislocation

can be estimated by formula

Rl = b
g2(ν)

2r2
(2.36)

where b is the burger vector which define the dislocation deformation on the lattice struc-

ture, and g is a coefficient dependent on the Poisson’s ratio ν

g(ν) =
3− 2ν

2π(1− ν)
(2.37)

As critical radius increases with particle energy (see eq2.33), consequently channeled par-

ticles becomes more sensitive to change in local curvature as well. For 7 TeV proton of

LHC, crystal should avoid dislocation density > 1/cm2. This strongly limits the potential

material to be used for crystal assisted collimation/extraction to silicon and germanium

(possibly diamond as well). Semiconductor industry is constantly improving crystalline

perfection of other material as well (silicon carbide, gallium arsenide) and in future more

material could be selected. As logical consequence of the importance of a lattice quality

close to perfection in high energy application, radiation damage on the crystal should be

addressed as well. Indeed, quality of the lattice must be preserved during operation to en-

sure efficient coherent phenomena. Several experiments on silicon crystals were performed
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in order to empirically test lattice radiation hardness and its effect on deflection features

(see table 2.2).

proton/cm2 energy [GeV] Effect

1017 400 no effect on deflection efficiency [72]
1018 28 no damage detected by RBS [73]

2.9× 1019 70 no difference observed in deflection efficiency [74]
(4.1± 1.4)× 1020 28 damage observed with RBS, no test on channeling [75]

5× 1020 450 30% reduction in deflection efficiency[76]

Table 2.2: list of experiments related damage of ultrarelativistic particles passage in crystal

The results in table 2.2 shows good stability of silicon up to 1019protons/cm2, while

from 1020protons/cm2 dose damage starts to be observed. It is also worth mentioning that

in [75, 76] irradiation was not performed in alignment with crystals, thus they did not

benefit from channeling which would have suppressed energy deposition in the samples.

Scaling the results achieved to other energy is not trivial task. Interaction with lattice

during channeling and nuclear cross section with atom nuclei depends on energy, as well

as lattice quality condition for efficient crystal assisted beam steering. Nevertheless, for

collimation applications or other parasitic application on accelerator beam intensity should

endure low flux.

2.3.2 Dynamics of over-barrier particles in bent crystals

As stated previously a particle crossing a crystal in close alignment with its planes and axes

interacts with an ordered and periodic continuous potential instead of random scattering

sites. When a particles transverse energy exceeds the potential well depth (over-barrier

particle), although not in a bound state they are still affected by it. Indeed, particles

motion can feature two coherent orientational effects when the medium crystal is bent [77].

More precisely, two different effects have been discovered:

• Volume reflection (VR);

• Volume capture (VC).

Fig. 2.12 shows the scheme of the different possible planar coherent interactions between

a charged particle and a straight or a bent crystal. Fig. 2.12(a)-(c) represents the motion

of an unchanneled positive particle and a channeled one in a straight crystal in the plane

(x,ET ) (a) and in the plane (x, z), (c). On the other hand, in Fig. 2.12(b)-(d) the motion
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of positive particles in channeling, VR and VC conditions is shown in the planes (x,ET )

and (x, z). In next paragraphs the VR and VC effects are described.

Figure 2.12: (a)-(c) Channeled and unchanneled particle in a straight crystal; (b)-(d)
particle in channeling, VR and VC conditions in a bent crystal [78].

Volume Reflection

In a bent crystal, even if a particle trajectory is misaligned from planes with an angle

exceeding the critical one introduced by Lindhard, i.e. being over-barrier, its trajectory

may become tangential to the crystallographic planes during the motion (and so tangential

to the planar potential) due to the curvature of the plane itself (see Fig 2.13)). VR consists

in the reversal of transverse momentum of over-barrier particles by the interaction with

the planar potential barrier at the tangency point 4. As a result, volume-reflected particles

are deflected by an angle of the order of the Lindhard angle θc to a direction opposite to

that of channeled particles. In other words, in a bent crystal not only channeled but also

unchanneled particles can be deflected. Features of angular acceptance and total angular

deflection are opposite to the case of planar channeled particles. The angular acceptance

for VR is equal to the bending angle of the crystal (l/R, where l is the crystal length)

because any particle with an angle of incidence θc < θin < l/R will become tangent to

bent crystal planes at some depth of the crystal. Over-barrier motion in similar for both

4In this section we will follow mainly the paper [79].
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VC probability depends strongly on the bending radius: it decreases for smaller R,

according to the decreasing of the planar potential well depth.

2.4 Magnetic and Electric Dipole Precession

The magnetic dipole moment (MDM) and the electric dipole moment (EDM) are static

properties of particles that determine the spin motion in an external electromagnetic field,

as described by the T-BMT equation[87–89]. Theoretical predictions of such quantities

are being tested in several experiments for a wide range of physical systems such as free

particles, atoms, molecules and condensed state matter. MDM measurements are useful

in order to validate the quark model structure in baryons [90]. Current models indicate

charm quark as main contribution to the total MDM of the baryon, thus the investigation

would imply an almost direct measure of charm quark MDM (only indirect search was

performed at BESIII for ∆c). Additionally, charmed baryons states while being of similar

mass are efficiently distinguished by study related to spin. MDM measures on charmed

baryons would help study charmed baryon spectroscopy as well.

EDM is of great interest as it is the only static property of a particles which requires

the violation of parity (P ) and time reversal (T ). Consequently, to conserve CPT in-

variance, EDM implies violation of CP . Thus, EDM is a very small quantity, and it is

highly suppressed and generally QED calculations set its value lower than current exper-

iments sensibility. Hence excess of EDM measured would lead to a CP violation mecha-

nism beyond standard model. New physics models are largely influenced by EDM maxi-

mum values, thus as many as possible experimental limits are extremely useful to refine

them. Indirect bounds on charm (beauty) quark EDM are set from different experimen-

tal measurements and span over several orders of magnitude, i.e. charm (beauty) EDM

. 10−15 − 4.4 × 10−17e cm [91–95] (. 2 × 10−12 − 2 × 10−17e cm[93–96]), depending on

different models and assumptions.

Direct observation of charmed baryon EDM and MDMD have never been performed

until now. Indeed, such measure holds great experimental difficulties as particles have

extremely short lifetime of 10−13−10−12s. Thus, in order to manipulate significantly these

particles extremely intense fields should be employed. Crystal are an available source of

them thanks to the large internal fields bound to continuous potential.

The possibility to measure the MDM of short-lived baryons using channeling in bent

crystals was firstly pointed out by V.G. Baryshevsky in 1979. The method is based on the

interaction of the MDM of the channeled particles with the intense electric field between
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crystal atomic planes. The measurement of the MDM of charm baryons using bent crystals

has been widely discussed since the 80’s [97–99]. Lately, the possibility of the measurement

at LHC energies has been considered [100–102], while the search for charm baryon EDM

using bent crystals at LHC has been first proposed in [103]. Here a quick explanation of

the theory about EDM and MDM contribution to spin precession and how it behaves in

bent crystal during planar channeling.

2.4.1 Spin precession

The spin precession of a charged particle is induced by the interaction of its electromagnetic

dipole moments, e.g. MDM and EDM, with external electromagnetic fields. The time

evolution of the spin-polarization vector s is regulated by the T-BMT equation

ds

dt
= s×Ω, Ω = ΩMDM +ΩEDM +ΩTH, (2.38)

where the precession angular velocity vector Ω is composed by three contributions corre-

sponding to the MDM, EDM, and Thomas precession:

ΩMDM =
gµB

ℏ

(

B− γ

γ + 1
(β ·B)β − β × E

)

,

ΩEDM =
dµB

ℏ

(

E− γ

γ + 1
(β · E)β − β ×B

)

,

ΩTH =
γ2

γ + 1
β × dβ

dt
=

q

mc

[(

1

γ
− 1

)

B+

γ

γ + 1
(β ·B)β −

(

1

γ + 1
− 1

)

β × E

]

,

(2.39)

where E and B are the electric and the magnetic fields in the laboratory rest frame, and q,

γ and β are the electric charge, boost and vector velocity of the particle, respectively. The

g and d dimensionless factors indicates the gyromagnetic and gyroelectric ratios, which

are used to define the magnetic and electric dipole moment of a particle with spin J (in

Gaussian units)

µ = JgµBs (MDM)δ = JdµBs (EDM) (2.40)

where µB = e~/(2mc) is the particle magneton5.

5The spin-polarization vector is defined such as s = 〈S〉/(J~), where S is the spin operator.
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As seen in equations 2.39, spin changes with velocity proportional to the fields applied.

Thus for evanescent particles with short lifetime (τ
Λ
+
c
≈ 10−13s) such as charmed baryons,

spin change would result undetectable when using artificial electromagnetic fields.

2.4.2 Spin precession in planar channeling

The spin precession of particles channeled in bent crystals was firstly observed by the

E761 Collaboration [54]. Using a 800 GeV/c proton beam impinging on a Cu target, Σ+

baryons with 375 GeV/c average momentum were produced and channeled in two bent

crystals with opposite bending angles. The MDM of the Σ+ baryon was measured and

proved the viability of this technique for the measurement of the MDM of short-lived

particles. Indeed, during planar channeling particles are subjected to the intense electric

field between two crystal planes E. In the reference frame following the particle inside

along its motion, the electric field is transformed into an electromagnetic one

E →







E∗ ≈ γE

B∗ ≈ −γβ × E/c
(2.41)

The already intense fields are further enhanced by the Lorentz transformation by a

factor γ. In the limit of large boost, the spin precession induced by the MDM in the yz

plane is [104]

Φ ≈ g − 2

2
γθC . (2.42)

Where θc is the angle the channeled particle is being deflected. Such precession angle

reaches the range of 1 rad after large deflection (θc ≈ 1− 10mrad) for relativistic particles

with Lorentz factor γ ≈ 102−3.

The equations describing the spin precession of planar channeled positive particles in

presence of MDM and EDM are derived in Ref. [103]. In the limit of large boost, and

assuming small EDM effects compared to the main MDM spin precession, a polarization

component orthogonal to the bending plane is induced by EDM momentum itself.

sx ≈ s0
d

g − 2
(cosΦ− 1). (2.43)
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Neglecting EDM contributions, the spin evolution resulting from Eqs. (2.38), (2.39), (2.45)

and (2.46) is

s(t) =































sx(t) = 0

sy(t) = s0 cos

(

2µ′Ω

~c

∫ t

0

ρ
dV

dρ
dt′

)

sz(t) = s0 sin

(

2µ′Ω

~c

∫ t

0

ρ
dV

dρ
dt′

)

,

(2.47)

for the initial condition s0 = (0, s0, 0) and where

µ′ ≡ g − 2

2

e~

2mc
. (2.48)

The radial coordinate ρ is constant up to δρ/ρ = O(Å/m) = 10−10, therefore the spin

precession depends on
∫ t

0
dV/dρ dt′. Over a complete oscillation in the channel potential

the effect of this term is equivalent to that of the electric field in the particle equilibrium

radial position ρ′0,
∫ t

0

dV

dρ
dt′ = −E(ρ′0)t, a (2.49)

which is determined solely by the centripetal force fc induced by the bending on the lattice

planes (see section 2.3)

E(ρ′0) = −fc
e

= −mγc
2

eρ′0
. (2.50)

This statement follows by computing

∫ t

0

dV

dρ
dt′ − [−E(ρ′0)t] =

∫ t

0

(

dV

dρ
− fc

e

)

dt′ (2.51)

for a complete particle oscillation. By changing the integration variable to dρ and dt′ =

dρ/ρ̇, then ρ̇ is determined by the non-relativistic energy conservation for the radial motion

of channeled particles [16]
1

2
Mρ̇2 + eV (ρ)− fcρ = Wr, (2.52)

in which M = mγ and Wr is the total radial energy, assumed to be constant during a

particle oscillation. The relation holds because the longitudinal motion is ultra-relativistic

and independent from the radial one, which is non-relativistic since the potential depth is

O(100eV ) ≪ m. The integration boundaries ρ1,2 are chosen to be the particle oscillation

limits, in which
1

2
Mρ̇2 = 0 ↔ eV (ρ1,2)− fcρ1,2 = Wr . (2.53)
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Finally, the integral can be trivially computed

√

m

2e

∫ ρ2

ρ1

edV
dρ

− fc
√

Wr + fcρ− eV (ρ)
dρ

= −
√

m

2e

(

√

Wr + fcρ2 − eV (ρ2)

−
√

Wr + fcρ1 − eV (ρ1)
)

= 0. (2.54)

Summarizing, spin precession effects given by the actual shape of the planar channel po-

tential cancel out at each particle oscillation and the net spin precession depends uniquely

on the crystal curvature. This result generalises the same conclusion previously obtained

for harmonic potentials [97, 104]. The spin evolution equations describing MDM and EDM

effects, Eqs. (2.42), (2.43) and (2.44), hold as for a harmonic planar channel potential.
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Chapter 3

Electromagnetic radiation emitted by

ultrarelativistic electrons and

positrons in straight and bent

crystals

The lattice structure studied in 2 influences not only particle motion, but also affects

radiation emission. Indeed, for a moving charged particles radiation strongly depends on

the trajectory and its accelerations. Channeled particles motion features oscillations in the

potential well which do not take place in amorphous medium, and over-barrier particles

cross planes and axes with period dependent on impinging angle. If a crystal is slightly

bent, the particle dynamics is modified and so the process of radiation generation.

In this chapter, a brief qualitative description of e.m. radiation emission process in

straight and bent crystals is introduced.

3.1 General features of emission of radiation by high-

energy particles in straight crystals

In this Section, a brief description of the radiation emission process in straight crystals is

given following mainly the book of Baier, Katkov and Strakovenko [58]. From the classi-

cal electrodynamics it is well known that an accelerating charged particle in an external

electromagnetic field emits electromagnetic radiation [105]. For ultrarelativistic particles

Lorentz factor γ ≫ 1, hence its total energy ε is much larger than its rest mass following
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from γ = ε/mc2. Radiation stimulated from transversal acceleration benefits from γ2 boost

wrt the case of longitudinal acceleration [58, 105]. Indeed, the latter contribution can be

usually neglected and only the calculation from the first can be carried out. The e.m.

radiation is emitted mainly forward into a narrow cone, with opening θγ ∼ 1/γ, along the

particle velocity.

In general [105, 106], a critical feature to define radiation processes consists in the ratio

between total deflection angle ∆ϑ in the external field and the typical radiation angle

1/γ ≪ 1. If ∆θ ≪ 1/γ, the whole radiation emitted by the particle is contained within

the narrow cone with an opening angle ∼ 1/γ and it is determined by nearly the whole

particle trajectory. On the opposite situation, when ∆θ ≫ 1/γ, only a portion of the

total trajectory supports radiation emitted within the emission cone 1/γ. This fraction of

trajectory is called the radiation formation length l = R/γ, where R is the instantaneous

bending radius. If the external field does not vary too much along l, one may neglect the

variation of the field within the formation length, thus considering the external field as

constant. This is the case of uniform field approximation, which is typical of synchrotron

radiation.

In the case of periodical or quasi-periodical motion, which is typical for many cases of

interactions between charged particles and crystals1, these two limits can be rewritten by

comparing the radiation formation length (coherence length) with the oscillatory period

(λ) of the particle motion:

• CASE 1: λ≪ l, the radiation is formed on many periods λ hence interference effects

are relevant.

• CASE 2: λ≫ l, the radiation is formed inside each period, so that the total intensity

of radiation is a non-coherent sum of intensities for each λ.

As for the studies on motion in bent crystal, for a straightforward understanding of the

qualitative features of radiation emitted in quasi-periodical motion, it is more convenient to

work in the co-moving frame, in which the mean particle velocity is zero (see section 2.3).

If the transverse velocity of the particle, v⊥, remains non-relativistic in the co-moving

frame, the radiation features a dipole nature. I.e. the transverse displacement during

the formation length ∆x ∼ ∆θl is small compared to the emitted wavelength [107], and

radiation can be fully determined by the Fourier components of the particle velocity. This

corresponds to CASE 1, for which few first harmonics, multiples of the frequency of the

1In this list, we exclude the chaotic motion typical of above-barrier particles in the field of
many crystal axes [107].
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particle motion, are emitted, i.e., the radiation monochromaticity is inversely proportional

to the number of harmonics.

The frequency of radiated photon in the laboratory reference frame is obtained through

the Doppler effect:

ω ≈ αω0

1− n · v ≈ 2γ2ω0α

1 + γ2θ2
, (3.1)

ω0 being the frequency of the particle’s motion in the laboratory frame, θ the photon

emission angle with respect to the mean velocity of particle V, α the number of harmonics

and n = k/ω where k is the photon wave vector. When transversal motion in the comoving

plane increases velocity and becomes relativistic, higher harmonic are needed in order to

define its trajectory. Monochromaticity is gradually lost and the emission becomes nearly

continuous (CASE2). Relevant case for our studies is the assumption that the transverse

momentum is much smaller than particle longitudinal one (|v⊥| ≪ v). Frequency of

radiation in laboratory reference frame thus becomes:

ω ≈ 2γ2ω0α

1 + γ2θ2 + ρ/2
, (3.2)

where ρ is the parameter which characterize the multipolarity of radiation2:

ρ = 2γ2〈(∆v)2〉 (3.3)

where 〈(∆v)2〉 = 〈v2〉 − 〈v〉2 is equal to the mean square fluctuation of the transverse

velocity of the particle v̄⊥
2 and it is of the order of the deflection angle squared (∼ ∆θ2) on

particle trajectory. Indeed ρ is efficiently parametrize oscillation of motion and relativistic

condition of transverse velocity, and its easy to observe how equation 3.2 returns to 3.1

in case of very small oscillations. A useful definition of the radiation regime can be thus

organized by ρ value.

• ρ ≪ 1 the radiation features a dipole-like nature, lower frequency but much more

monochromatic

• ρ ∼ 1 an important contribution is given by high harmonics

• ρ≫ 1, mainly high harmonics are emitted and the radiation becomes synchrotron-

like

2〈 ...〉 denotes averaging over time.
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As stated before, in the latter limit the radiation is formed over a short section of the parti-

cle trajectory, l, during the short time 1/|v̇|γ. If one takes into account the Doppler effect,

the characteristic frequency of the radiation is ω ∼ |v̇|γ3 which is typical of synchrotron

radiation.

The two limit cases seen above about the type of radiation emitted by a charged particle

in a quasi-periodical motion are relevant to the description of interaction with a crystalline

medium. For channeled particles, the magnitude of the oscillation (hence the transverse

velocity variation) strongly depends on the angle of incidence in the lattice. This angle

cannot be larger than the critical angle θc, otherwise over-barrier motion would take place.

It is useful now to define a new angle, related to potential well depth and particle rest mass

in order to classify the radiation regimes in a crystal.

θv ≡
U0

mc2
(3.4)

U0 and m being the potential well depth and electron mass, respectively. The value θv

is independent from the electron/positron energy. The threshold for non-dipole regime

coincides with the condition θv = θc = θγ, and therefore with a particle energy E =

m2c4/U0.

For a given θ0, the type of radiation process depends strongly on the particle energy

ε. Four regions of interest can be identified. The following description take in account the

energy range valid for electrons and positrons, since their light mass favours radiation losses

with respect to heavier particles. For heavier particles radiation is much suppressed at the

energy currently achievable in accelerators. As stated in Chapter 2, at very-low energies

(up to several MeV in the axial case and up to tens of MeV in the planar case in Si) the

number of energy levels inside U0 is limited and the particle motion cannot be described by

classical mechanics. Radiation emission is better explained as transition of the channeled

particles between quantum levels of the potential well. In the hundreds MeV energy range,

θv ≪ θc ≪ θγ. The e.m. radiation is of dipole nature (ρ ≪ 1) for any incidence angle θ0.

For over-barrier particles (θ0 ≫ θc), the coherent bremsstrahlung (CB) theory can be used.

The CB theory is based on the Born approximation to the potential of a crystal and it is

applicable in condition of emission of dipole radiation and in the validity of the rectilinear

trajectory approximation. As shown in [107], the first Born approximation cannot be used

in the case θ0 ∼ θc. At higher beam energies, the relation between the characteristics

angles becomes θv ∼ θc ∼ θγ. In this case the radiation process is everywhere of dipole

nature, except in the case of channeling with θ0 < θc. The channeling radiation (CR)

starts to become non-dipole-like (ρ ∼ 1) at ε > 5GeV (ε > 1GeV ) in the fields of strongest
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Si planes (axes). At very-high energy, θv ≫ θc ≫ θγ. As a consequence, for channeled

particles θ0 ≪ θv the synchrotron-like radiation applies (ρ ≫ 1), while the CB theory can

be used in the opposite case for which θ0 ≫ θv and ρ ≪ 1. The intermediate case θ0 ∼ θv

implies that ρ ∼ 1 and the dipole emission condition is no longer obeyed. In this range of

energies (ε ≃ 100GeV ), hard photon (ℏω ∼ E) emission becomes possible and, therefore,

it is necessary to take into account the quantum recoil in the process of radiation emission.

Here follows a more precise discussion of channeling radiation and over-barrier radiation at

low angle approximation (CB), with a final remark on the strong field regime for γ ≤ 104−5.

Fig. 3.1 represents some typical e± trajectories for different incidence angles with

respect to crystal planes:

• 1: high above-barrier motion with θ0 ≫ θc, which implies the possibility to use the

rectilinear trajectory approximation and so the CB theory;

• 2: low above-barrier motion with θ0 ∼ θc and transverse energy, ET , larger than U0.

• 3: channeling motion with θ0 ∼ θc and ET < U0

1
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z0

e
+

1
2

3

x

z0

e
-

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Typical positrons (a) and electrons (b) trajectories for different incident angles
with respect to the planes: 1 θ0 ≫ θc; 2 θ0 ∼ θc and ET > U0; 3 θ0 ∼ θc and ET < U0.

3.2 Coherent Bremsstrahlung

In this section, a brief introduction of the concept of coherent bremsstrahlung is given

following the work of Ter-Mikaelian3. Bremsstrahlung is the process of electromagnetic

radiation emission by a charged particle when it is decelerated by the field of another

charged particle, typically an electron in the field of an atomic nucleus. In the process

3In this section we use the units: ℏ = 1
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of bremsstrahlung, a photon with energy ω = ε − ε′, ε and ε′t being the initial and final

energies of the particle, is emitted in a direction n, while a momentum q = p −p′ − ω
c
n,

p and p′ being the initial and final particle momenta, is transferred to the medium. The

minimal value of transferred momentum along the direction of motion of the primary

particle, q‖, is equal to δ, which is defined as

δ =
ωmc2

2εε′
mc. (3.5)

It is clear from eq. 3.5 that the value 1/δ is dimensionally a distance. Indeed, such

length describes the region of space along which bremsstrahlung takes place:

lc =
1

δ
=

2εε′

ωmc2
1

mc
, (3.6)

where m is the mass of the particle.

For soft photon emission (ω ≪ ε) at ultrarelativistic energies, eq. 3.6 becomes

lc =
2ε2

ωmc2
1

mc
≃ c

ω(1− v/c)
, (3.7)

lc is called coherence length and it was introduced for the first time by Ter-Mikaelian.

As charged particles momentum increases the emission of soft photon (lower energy) is

characterized by longer coherence length increases. This effects at high energy becomes

so evident that photon emission can’t be approximated to a point-like event. A classical

interpretation consider that as the charged particles emits e.m. waves along its trajec-

tory, radiation emitted within a coherence length is in phase ∆φ < 1 (hence coherence

attribute)[107].

∆φ = ωlc/v − klc = 1, (3.8)

where ω and k are the frequency and the wave vector of the emitted wave. From eq. 3.8,

we found for ultrarelativistic energies:

lc = 2cγ2/ω, (3.9)

which coincides with eq. 3.7 introduced before and defines the order of magnitude of

the space region along the particle momentum within which interference effects manifest

themselves. The region of interference can be reduced from lc total length as trajectory

diverge from a rectilinear path[108]. This effect can be caused inside a medium by multiple

scattering, leading to suppressions effects in the emitted bremsstrahlung radiation. If
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a periodic pattern is present within lc length, interference phenomena may take place.

Crystal offer the most compact periodic structures in nature, with lattice constant d of the

order of few angstroms (10−10m). lc of ultrarelativistic particles can be order of magnitude

larger than d (i.e. GeV electrons for MeV radiation have lc ≈ µm = 104Å), thus lattice

periodicity can induce interference during radiation emission.

Interference effects in the bremsstrahlung of electrons/positrons crossing the periodic

structure of a crystal appeared for the first time during the 1950s in the works of Fer-

retti [5], Ter-Mikaelian [6], Dyson and Uberall [7]. Such effect took the name coherent

bremsstrahlung (CB), to be distinguished from the ordinary bremsstrahlung in an amor-

phous medium described by Bethe and Heitler (BH) 4. CB was experimentally proven true

by Diambrini-Palazzi et al. at Frascati in 1960.

x

z1

d

2

✁

d/✁

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the classical interpretation of interference processes in crystal
[6].

The bremsstrahlung differential cross section in matter can be approximated in the

“complete screening case” as:

dσBH

dω
=

16

3
Z2αr2e

1

ω

[

(1− y +
3

4
y2)ln(183Z−1/3) +

1

12

]

, (3.10)

where y = ω/ε is the fraction of the electron energy transferred to the radiated photon,

re = e2/mc2 and Z are the classical electron radius and the atomic number, respectively.

For rough estimation, eq. 3.10 can be rewritten in a simpler way as [61]:

dσBH

dω
≈ A

X0NAω
(
4

3
− 4

3
y + y2), (3.11)

where A(g/mol) and NA are the molar mass and the Avogadro numbers, respectively,

4The quantum theory of bremsstrahlung has been developed by Bethe and Heitler [8]
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and X0(g/cm
2) is the radiation length. X0 is an intrinsic characteristic of a material, it

indicates the stopping power of a material as the mean distance over which a high-energy

electron loses all but 1/e of its energy by bremsstrahlung.

Interference phenomena in bremsstrahlung radiation can be interpreted with a classical

approach (in this case ω ≪ ε must be always valid). Let us consider a crystal with lattice

constant d. If an e± impinges onto a crystal with velocity v and with a small angle θ

with respect to an axis (or a plane) (see Fig. 3.2). Given a small impinging angle θ, the

trajectory will cross atomic planes (or axes) with period P ≈ d/θ. Constructive interference

condition can be easily calculated as

pω

(

1

v
− 1

c

)

= 2πn (3.12)

which can be rearranged as

δ =
2πn

p
=

2π

d
nθ (3.13)

where δ is the previously observed minimum transferred momentum from particle to photon

where δ, as before, denotes a minimal parallel momentum transferred, q‖. So larger angle

(and thus shorter interference period) induce constructive interference for harder photons.

The electron/positron radiation differential cross section for CB can be represented as

a sum of coherent and incoherent radiation [6, 107]:

dσ = dσinc + dσcoh, (3.14)

where dσinc the incoherent cross section, simply defined as the sum of Bethe-Heitler atomic

cross sections (N being the number of atoms) and a term dσ1 related to crystalline structure

(thus not appears in amorphous media).

dσinc = NdσBH + dσ1, (3.15)

The term dσ1 is of great interest, as it defines the reduction of incoherent scattering induced

by the presence of the ordered lattice structure.[6]

dσ1 = −NdσBHe
−q2u2

T , (3.16)

From the equation is clear how, in the limit of null thermal vibration (ut = 0), the total

incoherent cross section 3.15 would be totally suppressed. In realistic situations, cryogenic

temperature would lead to a decrease of incoherent bremsstrahlung of 5-25% (depending
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on temperature and material) . Coherent cross section is defined as:

dσcoh =
2e2δ

m2∆

dω

ω

ε′

ε

∑

q

|G(q)|2q
2
⊥

q2‖

[

1 +
ω2

2εε′
− 2

δ

q‖

(

1− δ

q‖

)]

e−q2u2
T × θhs

(∣

∣q‖
∣

∣− δ
)

(3.17)

where ∆ is the volume of the unit cell, uT the RMS of thermal vibrations and G(q) is the

Fourier component of the crystal potential defined as [58]:

U(r) ≡
∑

q

G(q)e−iqr (3.18)

where the sum is over the reciprocal lattice vectors q = 2π(n1, n2, n3)/d, d being the

lattice constant. q‖ = qv0 and q⊥ = q − v0(qv0) are the parallel and the transverse

transferred momenta, respectively, while v0 is the initial velocity of the relativistic particle.

The Heaviside step function θhs
(∣

∣q‖
∣

∣− δ
)

denotes the edge of the peak and the region of
∣

∣q‖
∣

∣ ≥ δ. As a consequence, peaks of constructive interference appear in the radiation

spectrum when this condition is fulfilled.

In Fig. 3.3 is shown the intensity of CB radiation of 1 GeV electrons passing in a

diamond crystal near plane (001) at angle of 4.6 mrad relative to the <110> axis for the

Frascati results[9], where sharp peaks can be noticed.

Figure 3.3: Bremsstrahlung intensity for 1 GeV electrons passing in a diamond crystal near
plane (001) at angle of 4.6 mrad relative to the <110> axis for the Frascati results.[9]
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3.3 Channeling Radiation

The channeling of electrons and positrons may be accompanied by an intense radiation

(CR). The features of this kind of radiation have been predicted by Kumakhov [70] in

the mid-70s. The oscillatory motion of a planar channeled particle stimulates radiation

emission, especially for light mass particles. In low energy condition radiation emission

is described as leap from discrete quantum energy levels in the potential well. Although

the energy difference is typically of the order of eV, in the laboratory reference frame

the actual energy is much larger given the energy boost by Doppler effect (as stated in

eq. 3.1). CR photon can reach MeV or GeV energy, depending on the momentum of

the channeled particles. For larger momentum instead radiation loose dipole nature and

becomes synchrotron-like.

For instance, if we consider as approximation the motion of channeled positrons in the

harmonic interplanar potential U = U0(2x/dp)
2, the frequency of motion results to be:

ω0 =
2

dp

√

2U0

mγ
, (3.19)

m being the positron mass. In the dipole limit, the emitted radiation frequency is shifted

by the Doppler effect:

ω =
ω0

1− v/c cos θ
. (3.20)

In the ultrarelativistic limit (γ ≫ 1), the radiation frequency emitted in the forward

direction (θ = 0) becomes (see eq. 3.2):

ω ≈ 2γ2ω0 =
4

dp

√

2U0

m
γ3/2. (3.21)

Even if the motion of a channeled electron/positron resembles the one a in magnetic

undulator, to calculate the emitted radiation one must average on the contribution of all

possible trajectories. The form of each trajectory is dependent on the transverse impact

parameter with respect to the planar potential for a given angle of incidence θ0. Moreover,

a significant difference between particles of opposite charges comes into play for CR. In the

planar channeling mode, positrons move in an inter-planar potential well, while electrons

move around a plane. The particles that pass closer to planes feel a stronger electric field

during their motion and so generate more intense radiation. Most of the intense radiation

for planar channeled positrons is due to particles with high-amplitudes of oscillations, while
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for electrons is due to particles with small amplitude with respect to plane [16].

3.4 Strong field regime

A general way to deal with the radiation emitted by ultrarelativistic particles in crystals

is based on the usage of the general quasiclassical operators method proposed by Baier

and Katkov (BK) in 1967-1968 [58]. Because the BK formalism takes into account real

trajectories, it can be readily applied to study radiation generation also in deformed crys-

tals, e.g., bent and periodically bent crystals. This general method is necessary because

while the motion of ultrarelativistic charged particles in crystals can be well described by

classical mechanics due to the high number of quantum states in the transverse potential

well, for sufficiently high-energies this approximation does not hold true for the process of

radiation emission as well. In fact, it may happen that the emitted photon energy (ℏω)

becomes of the order of particle energy ε. In such a case, one should consider the quantum

recoil in the process of photon emission. Following QED results, such situation is expected

to become more and more relevant as charged particles are subjected to external fields of

the order of Schwinger critical fields.

E0 = m2c3/eℏ ≃ 1.3× 1016V/cm,H0 ≃ 4.4× 109T. (3.22)

Such intense fields values activate non-linear QED effects such as pair creation from vac-

uum. These extremes values are reached rarely in physical system such as in pulsar atmo-

sphere or recently in near collision ion beams at LHC. Indeed, the continuous potential of

a crystal is of the order of 1010 − 1011 V/cm, which is much smaller than the critical field.

Nevertheless, if the particle is ultrarelativistic with γ > 105, in the rest-frame the particle

feels a Lorentz-boosted field comparable to the critical field, E0 [109]. In such a case, the

classical description of the process of radiation emission is no more valid.

In 1967-1968, Baier and Katkov (BK) proposed the usage of a quasiclassical operator

method to solve the QED problem of emission of radiation by a charged particles in an

external fields [110, 111]. In the QED description of this kind of processes, two types of

quantum effects, i.e., the quantization of particle motion and the quantum recoil of the

primary particle in the γ-quantum emission, are taken into account. The BK method is

based on the fact that for the case of ultrarelativistic particles the motion can be consider

classically, while the quantum recoil may not be negligible.

With the usage of the BK quasiclassical method, a QED problem is then reduced to
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the problem of solving the classical equations of motion of a charged particle in an external

field and then calculating some integrals along the classical trajectory. This method has

the advantage to be applicable in the whole photon energy range, except for the extreme

limit where ℏω ∼= ε. The radiated energy, written in BK quasiclassical formalism [58] (in

c = ~ = 1 natural system of units) is:

dE

d3k
= ω

dN

dωdΩ
=

α

4π2

∫ ∫

dt1dt2N21 exp [ik
′(x1 − x2)] , (3.23)

where dN(ω) is the photon emission probability, Ω the solid angle of photon emission,

α = 1/137 is the fine structure constant, k = (ω,k) is the 4-momentum of the photon

radiated with energy ω and 3-momentum k, k′ = εk/ε′, where ε and ε′ = ε − ω are,

respectively, the particle energy before and after the photon emission, x1,2 = (t1,2, r(t1,2))

and v(t1,2) are the particle coordinate 4-vector and 3-velocity at instants of time t1 and t2.

The integrals in eq.3.23 are taken along the whole particle trajectory and

N21 =
1

2

∑

e,ζi,ζf

N21(e, ζi, ζf ) =
[

(ε2 + ε′
2
)(v1 − n)(v2 − n) + ω2/γ2

]

/2ε′
2
, (3.24)

is the radiation polarization matrix averaged over the initial particle polarization ζi and

summed over the final particle ζf and photon e ones, where n is the photon direction.

The main difference with the general classical equation for radiation emission in an

external field (see eq. 1.23 of [58]) is the substitution of ω → ω′ = εω/(ε−ω). In the limit

of ω ≪ ε, these two expressions coincide and the radiation can be treated in the classical

framework.

Compact directional calorimeter

The strong field condition is more easily reached for axial fields of dense material con-

taining elements with large atomic number Z. Beside pure elemental crystals made of

Tungsten or Iridium, such condition is often met for inorganic scintillators. Indeed, in high

energy physics such materials have been an invaluable resource for particle detection and

measurements of total energy. On the contrary of plastic scintillator, inorganic ones are

characterized by single crystal structure. The described orientational effects may indeed

take place in these crystals as well. Previously, it was stated as in strong field condition

particles lose quickly a non-negligible part of the momentum into radiation, thus quantum

recoil had to be taken into account in the photon emission calculations. As a direct conse-

quence of this phenomenon, the electromagnetic shower develops much faster than in any
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regular medium. Moreover, since the effect is enhanced as projectile γ increases, the shower

total length remains almost constant (instead of increasing).[112] An e.m. calorimeter com-

posed by carefully aligned crystal scintillators would contain ultrarelativistic particles in a

much compact length. This would be a great advantage in the study of forward particles in

high energy physics experiments, where angular divergence is mostly contained and known.

In particular, beam dump experiments would benefit from the enhanced stopping power

of this new type of calorimeter to separate e.m. interacting particles from dark matter

candidates. Another suitable application would be the employment of this technology in

astrophysics airborne experiments. Indeed, the cosmic rays reach energies unattainable by

accelerators up to 1019eV . Airborne experiments such as Fermi LAT, PAMELA, CALET,

AMS and DAMPE face strong limits on the maximum measurable energy, as total mass of

the calorimeter is limited by satellite size and launch costs. Indeed, a brute force approach

by size increase is not a viable solution, thus almost fixed e.m. shower length achieved by

oriented crystal can provide a feasible solution to the issue.
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Chapter 4

LHC crystal collimation

The Large Hadron Collider represent the frontier of high energy physics research. The

record momentum reached by the beam particles makes it a one of a kind machine. A very

important feature for its proper working is the presence of an efficient collimation set-up.

Indeed, in a circular collider, it is impossible to avoid the formation of an halo of particles

beside the main beam. Such particles can diverge from the desired trajectory for several

causes like aberration of electromagnetic optics, scattering with the residual gas on the

pipeline. These effects cannot be completely cancelled, but the presence of uncontrolled

particles poses a serious threat for the operation and performances of the machine. One

of the most delicate issue is the radioprotection of super magnet dipoles. In LHC a large

amount of energy is stored in the beam (350 MJ in normal operation, doubled in high

luminosity set-up) but a very small portion of energy (15 − 50 mJ/cm3) can heat-up the

super magnet enough to provoke phase transition from super conduction. This situation is

called ”quenching” and can potentially lead to violent reactions and consequent destruction

of the magnet and damage its surrounding environment. Beside this worst-case scenario,

halo particles can induce unwanted noise and hamper the sensitivity of the experiment.

Being mostly parallel to the beam, they can cross several detector cells along the beam

direction. This obstruct data taking operations, creating more signals per particles than

background particles from beam interaction. The LHC high-luminosity goal to enhance

luminosity tenfold exploits several approaches, one being the increase of beam intensity.

Hence collimation remains a very sensitive issue.
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4.1 LHC collimation setup

LHC beams are being collimated in two dedicated sites along the ring (IR3, IR7). Most

interaction with beam takes place in IR7, where betatron cleaning takes place, i.e. particles

whose trajectory was distorted and features transversal oscillation with larger amplitude

are separated from the beam. Stopping ultrarelativistic protons and ions circulating in

beam halo is a challenging task, given the large amount of momentum to be dissipated.

Current setup exploit several stages to deflect beam halo away from the beam orbit an

subsequently intercept it with absorbers and other collimator (fig.4.1a). The first two

stages of collimation are the closest to main beam and thus intercept more particles. Both

are made of carbon fiber composite, in order to reduce energy deposition in the medium

and preserve its structure. Only a small fraction of particles are stopped in the primary

collimator, most deposit part of their energy and are scattered into a secondary halo.

Hadronic shower is also developed inside the collimator, thus also secondary particles are

added into the secondary halo. This secondary halo is then intercepted by the second

collimator, which acts in a similar manner by stopping some particles and creating a

secondary halo. Being the tertiary halo less intense than the previous two, it is possible

to deposit all energy in a solid medium without damaging it. The absorber, placed far

away from the beam orbit (& 14σ), is made of a tungsten alloy and almost completely the

particles. Downstream and close to the experiments is placed a tertiary collimator, made in

tungsten as well, devised in order to protect magnets from the last particles escaped from

the previous stages. Collimation inefficiency ηc is the quantity used to indicate the portion

of background particles surviving collimation, being the final goal to reduce it as much

as possible. During operation with 6.5 TeV proton the value is of the order ηc ≈ 10−15

after . Collimation of ion beam is more challenging than for proton beam, although the

energy stored in the beam is much lower (up to 13.3 MJ vs 350 MJ). Complications arises

due to nuclei fragmentation and electromagnetic dissociation in collimators. During 2018

operations, although quenching was avoided, 7 out of 48 208Pb82+ fills were dumped because

of high losses in IR7.[113].

4.2 Crystal collimator parameters

In crystal assisted collimation the beam halo is deflected from the beam not by multi-

ple scattering but by channeling in a single bent crystal. In this setup, a bent crystal is

mounted on an high precision goniometer with sub-micro radian precision, in order to align

lattice planes with the incoming particles within the critical channeling angle. The chan-
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which at LHC energy range are of the order of tens and hundreds of microns (56µm 400

GeV and 235µm at 6.5 TeV). The contribution to hadronic shower is primary limited to

non-channeled particles.

Clearly, steered particles do not suffer inelastic interaction with the crystal, which acts

as a smart element for particle beam steering. Table 4.2 summarize the most challenging

or relevant specifications that a crystal must satisfy for installation in the LHC

Material Silicon
Dislocation Density < 1/cm2

Channeling Plane (110)
Miscut * < 10µrad
Weight < 150g
Length 4± 0.1 mm

Steering angle 50± 2.5 µrad
Torsion < 1 µrad/mm

Table 4.1: list of features required for bent crystal collimator of LHC. *The reference plane
deviation is hereafter expressed as miscut, as this term is widely diffused in relativistic
particles channeling scientific papers

Silicon was selected as the material given its high lattice perfection and availability in

large ingots and wafers. Germanium also is produced with required quality and sizes, but

it is heavier element with half nuclear interaction length and thus has larger probability

to develop hadronic showers. The channeling plane was chosen based on the depth and

width of the potential well. The (110) plane has a total height of ≈ 16eV and width of

1.92Å is the best solution. The angle between lattice planes and the crystal surface is

defined as reference plane deviation by the official international standards [31]. Hereafter

the term miscut will be employed given its large diffusion in scientific papers in the field of

relativistic particle channeling. This parameter can affect channeling performance in two

different manner. In case of negative miscut angle lattice planes intercept surface before

the end of the crystal, thus particles channeled in such planes would exit the crystal early

before acquiring the desired angular deflection. This effect is avoided for positive miscut,

where misalignment has opposite sign. In both cases, simulation shows a fivefold increase

of nuclear reaction rate [114]. Indeed, positive miscut would lead to an unwanted increase

of the impact parameter of particles on the samples, as show in fig. 4.2. Although the

optimal condition would be a perfect correspondence between atomic plane and crystal

surface, such requirement cannot be achieved in a real sample. The miscut should be at

least much smaller than the steering angle of the crystal. For LHC beam, a suitable value
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Figure 4.4: Method for miscut characterization with high resolution X-rays diffractometer
and autocollimator. Mounted crystal is oriented to excite Bragg deflection (a). Crystal
rotated of 180◦ around the y-axis. Bragg deflection is lost due both to miscut and rotational
stage mechanical plays. Mechanical plays are compensated by means of the autocollimator
(b). Bragg deflection is found again and miscut is determined (c)[50]

miscut, during rotation along surface normal axis diffraction condition should be preserved.

Instead, misalignment between sample surface and lattice planes causes an angular shift

of the diffraction angular position. After 180◦ rotation, the measured angular shift corre-

sponds to double the miscut angle along that direction. This measure requires to maintain

microradian level of precision during all movement of the crystal. Small mechanical plays

and misalignment from diffractometer axes, otherwise negligible during limited movement,

become relevant for the measure. In order to avoid such imprecisions, an optical collimator

is employed. This instrument remains fixed during all operations and monitors the sur-

face angular position during all the procedure. Whereas diffractometer and crystals rotate

during the measures, the autocollimator remain fixed and thus unaffected by errors. By

exploiting this reference, the miscut is being measured within the maximum accuracy of

± 0.0001◦ ≈ 1.7µrad. Once the miscut of the wafer has been measured, procedure for

its reduction can be carried out. Classical polishing methods cannot reach the resolution

for the required adjustment, thus novel approach was employed, i.e. Magnetorheological

Finishing (MRF ). MRF is a precision polishing method developed by QED Technologies

(QED). It is a deterministic finishing process that has the demonstrated ability to pro-

duce optical surfaces with an accuracy better than 30 nm peak to valley (PV) and surface

micro—roughness (RA) less than 1 nm on optical glasses, single crystals (such as calcium

fluoride and silicon), and glass—ceramics over areas as large as several cm2. The MRF

process is based on the use of magnetorheological fluid, whose unique property is the vari-
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dislocations deformation field. As can be noted in fig.4.7 no variation with respect to the

reference is detectable.

In order to receive information from a thinner region below the surface, we used micro-

Raman spectroscopy based on a 532 nm wavelength laser focused at a spot of a few microns.

The chosen wavelength probes a thickness of ≈ 1.3 µm under the crystal surfaces. Result

of characterizations, reported in figure 4.7 shows absence of amorphous or strained layers

and of silicon phases different from cubic diamond structures Rutherford Back-Scattering

in Channeling condition (c-RBS) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) were used

to get information related to the atomic ordering of the first atomic layers of both the faces

of the crystal which are parallel to the beam and to the beam entry face.

Figure 4.8: RBS-c and TEM characterizations. (a) and (b): RBS-c spectra of 2 MeV
α + + recorded on the crystal face parallel to the direction of propagation of the beam
in a circular accelerator and on the face acting as entry face for the beam. (c) and (d):
TEM characterizations for the same surfaces. Both surfaces results to be free from sub-
surface lattice damage induced by MRF and chemical-mechanical polishing operations,
respectively

c-RBS was carried out using 2.0 MeV 4He+ at scattering angle of 160◦ in IBM geometry.

Surface χmin, defined as the ratio of the RBS yield under channeling alignment and random
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condition extrapolated at the surface channel, is chosen as quantitative parameter. The

higher the degree of crystalline order in the lattice, the lower the surface χmin due to the

reduction of dechanneling from the defects in the crystal. RBS-c provides information

on the presence of crystalline defects up to a depth of 2 µm with nanometric resolution

in the crystal depth. Both surfaces recorded a value for χmin, which is compatible with

the value recorded on a reference crystal with a surface free from crystallographic defects.

Moreover, simulations allow to quantify the surface peak areal density of Si atoms that do

not contribute to channeling. It is worth to note that even in perfect crystals the Si atomic

areal density corresponding to this peak is 1016atoms/cm2 [117, 118] under the present

experimental conditions. This is due to the fact that at this energy, the beam focusing

due to channeling needs to cross a certain crystal thickness before starting to decrease the

backscattering yield. Mapping the crystal surface on both beam entrance and lateral faces

with 4He+ spots 1×1mm2 gives surface peak values from 1×1016 to 1.4×1016 atoms/cm2.

This means that a non-crystalline surface Silicon fraction can be present as low as from 0

to 0.8 nm over the sample surfaces, reasonably in a SiO2 nano-layer that naturally forms

after air exposure. [117, 118] The high order of crystalline perfection is confirmed also by

TEM characterizations, showing an ordered arrangement of atomic columns preserved up

to the crystal surfaces (see figure 4.8)

Crystal Sample Geometry and Bending Since the first proposal of beam manipu-

lation via channeling in bent crystals by Tsyganov in 1976 [119], several different bending

technologies have been exploited to fabricate the crystalline deflectors. First experiments

focused mainly on large deflection angles of tens of milliradians [2, 120]. The crystals were

several centimetres long. Primary curvature obtained via 3-points schemes was exploited

to deflect the channeled particles. Such method did not allow to obtain a uniform bend-

ing along the whole samples as usually maximum curvature occurred in the central zone.

Moreover, steel pins used to deploy could induce local deformation which further compro-

mise bending quality. New designs such as “U-shaped”[121] and “O-shaped” [122] were

developed respectively at CERN and IHEP(see Fig. 4.9). These types were fabricated

from a single block of silicon shaped in order to apply bending forces far from the beam

trajectory, thus solving localized deformation issue and achieving greater control over the

curvature. In particular, the “U-shaped” sample employed at CERN tests featured a re-

fined surface processing process at ESRF in order to achieve high level of lattice quality

and low roughness (≈3 nm) [121].

The success of the experiments based on the multi-pass configuration, induced the use

of shorter crystals and smaller deflection angle in order to maximize channeling efficiency.
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Figure 4.9: [121]Fig. a)U-shaped crystal employed at CERN for extraction of 120 GeV/c
proton from SPS, channeling was exploited on (110) silicon plane along 4cm length to
induce 8.5 mrad deflection with ≈10% efficiency; [122]Fig. b) Scheme of O-shape setup
exploited for extraction of 70 GeV/c proton beam of U-70 accelerator, planar channeling
on (110) planes along 5mm length was used to induce 1.5 mrad deflection with ≈40%
efficiency

Hence secondary curvature designs were found extremely suitable for the new generation of

experiments. The anticlastic curvature, studied in previous configurations as an unwanted

effect, was first exploited in 2001[29]. This technology is the base for the first sample

fabricated in this thesis work and will soon be thoroughly discussed. Another important

design employs quasi-mosaic curvature. This secondary curvature arises for certain crys-

tallographic orientations as result of lattice elastic anisotropy, as stated by Sumbaev in

1957[123]. This technology allowed for very compact crystal deflector and was developed

shortly after the first anticlastic in 2004 in Protvino accelerator[124]. Currently crystal

deflector are being developed and tested for LHC collimation by the Petersburg Nuclear

Physics Institute.

As previously stated (see table 4.2), the crystal must have 4 mm thickness along the

beam and 80 m of radius of curvature. In order to achieve such bending, exploitation

of secondary curvatures is a suitable solution. Indeed, in specific bending schemes ad-

justment on primary curvature allows fine tuning of the secondary one. For LHC beam

collimation, two type of curvature has been proposed: anticlastic and quasi-mosaic. The

latter arises from elastic anisotropy of crystal lattice, thus occurs only for specific crystallo-

graphic orientations. Although silicon (111) planes can bend via quasi-mosaic deformation,

is it impossible to achieve for the most efficient (110) planes. In this work, only anticlastic

deformation had been exploited for the production of bent crystal for LHC collimation.

The anticlastic curvature is not an exclusive feature of the crystals but is attainable on any

type of solid, isotropic ones included. First studied of the effect are related to problems
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such as deformation of magnetic tapes subjected to strain. Starting from the second half of

the 90s anticlastic curvature has been exploited in channeling experiments. The anticlastic

deformation occurs in a strip-like sample, i.e. with length along primary curvature much

larger than the other two dimensions. The longitudinal strains inducing the primary cur-

vature by elastic reaction of the solid induce lateral strains along the width direction. As a

result, the sample takes the shape of a saddle with anticlastic curvature being of opposite

convexity wrt the primary one. A configuration of particular interest for the production of

crystal for channeling is one which present a relatively small principal curvature imparted

by two equal forces at the opposite edges of a parallelepiped sample, whose length is larger

than the width and much larger than the thickness. This problem has been first addressed

by De Saint-Venant in 1864 and afterwards further elaborated by Kelvin and Tate in 1879,

Lamb in 1861 and finally Searle in 1908 [125]. The solution was obtained applying the

semi-inverted process with the elastic theory as a homogeneous and anisotropic bar under

infinitesimal deformations and small displacement.

Figure 4.10: Scheme of the setup for the De Saint-Venant problem[126]

The displacement of the strip along the main dimension y is defined by the following

formula ∋

ν (x, y, z) =
1

2S33R

[

−S13x
2 − S23y

2 + S33

(

lz − z2
)

− S35xz
]

(4.1)

where ν indicates the variation of position caused by the moments M, l is the length of

the crystal, R is the primary curvature radius and Sij are elements of silicon compliance

matrix calculated for the specific crystallographic orientation. The presence of the z2

term pertains to the imposed principal bending, while the x2 term shows that x-y cross

section is deformed as a parabola, i.e. anticlastic deformation, whose magnitude is linearly

proportional to the imposed bending. The anticlastic curvature in this system lies on the
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are well within beam-like conditions, thus a very uniform bending in obtained along the

whole anticlastic length.

Figure 4.12: Scheme of the silicon strip anticlastic bending exploited for channeling particle
steering[126]

crystal sample fabrication Once the wafer surface is correctly finished with suitable

flatness, roughness and miscut, crystal samples can be cut from the sample into the desired

shape. Geometrical size, orientation of the cuts and sharpness of the edges are important

parameters. Indeed, most of the particles flux is concentrated on the first superficial layer

of the crystal, thus edges must be For the cutting operation was employed a circular saw

model Automatic DISCO dicing saw DAD 3220, available in the Sensor and Semiconductor

Laboratory of the Department of Ferrara. The machine uses diamond coated blades that

can rotate with a speed from 3000 to 40000 revolutions per minute. The samples are

securely held during the cutting procedure by an adhesive film placed on a chuck equipped

with a vacuum system. Alternatively, for greater stability the wafer can be bonded with

thermal glue to a rigid sacrificial substrate. The chuck can move in the horizontal plane

with micrometric precision and rotate with the accuracy of ±25 µrad. In order to intercept

the sample, the blade height can be adjusted with micrometric precision as well. Both

superficial grooves and throughout cuts (up to 5 mm thickness) can be accomplished.

Before cutting, the sample is aligned wrt to the blade by moving and rotating the chuck.

A microscope is installed in order to inspect the sample and observe reference points such

as wafer flats or previous cuts/grooves. Afterwards the chuck moves into the spinning blade
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with speed controlled with± 0.05m/s precision. To prevent overheating and the consequent

rupture, during the cut sample and blade are cooled with demineralized water, through two

nozzles at the sides of the blade and a nozzle that sprays directly on the point of contact.

The amount of water is dosed in such a way as to avoid that this causes the detachment

of the sample from the chuck during cutting the same, but at the same time to ensure a

good refrigeration system and removal of part of the silicon dust created by the cutting

process. The Dicer is controlled through an internal computer where cutting sequences

and parameters can be programmed. In the market there is a wide range of diamond

blades with various technical characteristics, the most interesting for our sample cutting

procedure are the grit and thickness, where the grit specifies the degree of abrasiveness

of the blade and determines the diameter of the diamond grains present on the blade. In

table 4.3 are listed the features of the blade used to cut the samples

Grit Grains size Grain density
1500 5 µm 60%

Table 4.3: parameters of the diamond coated dicing blade used for cutting the strips from
wafer

The cutting procedure allows to freely select the crystallographic orientation, while

techniques like anisotropic etching are only available for specific case[128]. The main

drawback the cutting technique is the formation of a damage layer on the diced surfaces. As

channeling requires lattice structure close to perfection, any defect hinders the performance

of the crystal deflector and must be removed. This procedure was carried out using two

different approaches: chemical wet etching or mechanical lapping and polishing. Removal

of the damaged layer via chemical etching allows to avoid causing further damage on the

lattice during the procedure. In order to preserve the integrity of the non-machined faces of

the sample, the whole wafer was coated with a 10000Å thick film of silicon nitride (Si3N4)

via low stress chemical vapor deposition. The solution prepared for the process is composed

by three acid: HF , HNO3, and CH3COOH (HNA) [129]. Such etching mixture is widely

used in silicon micromachining. Nitric acid readily oxidizes Si to SiO2, which is eroded

by HF, acetic acid serves as a solvent and makes the reaction more controllable. Such

etching mixture is particularly suited to etch silicon isotropically, i.e. with the same rate

independently of the crystallographic orientation. The whole process is summarized in the

following formula:

3Si+ 12HF + 4HNO3 → 3SiF4 + 4NO + 8H2O (4.5)
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The solution composition was 3 parts HF (50%), 5 parts HNO3 (70%) and 3 parts

CH3COOH (99%); the etching speed of the process was estimated ≈ 50 µm/min and

from the samples cut faces were etched ≈ 100− 120 µm. Mechanical removal of the dam-

age is possible as well, the lapping process consists in inducing friction between the sample

and a liquid solution containing small hard particles. In this case, the lapping process was

performed at ESRF Crystal & Crystal Analyser Laboratories. The samples were aligned

and bonded together with wax into a single item, with glass external plate to protect the

otherwise exposed outer samples. Lapping starts with 2:15 solution of aluminum oxide

9 µm particles with demineralized water, afterwards the solution is exchanged for one with

smaller particles (3 µm). The finishing of the surfaces is achieved via polishing of the

surfaces. Polishing is similar to lapping, but the solution exerts much less friction on the

surface. Indeed, removal of material take place in ductile regime and not in brittle regime

as in during lapping. The material removal speed is much slower and delicate, thus mirror-

like surfaces free of damage are obtained. Afterwards samples are de-bonded and cleaned

from wax. The samples produced are of parallelepiped shape (henceforth called strip). The

length along the beam is fixed at 4 mm for all samples as this parameter is calculated to

optimize channeling efficiency. The sizes transverse to beam direction have less constrains,

the length in one direction was selected 55 mm in order to easily achieve beam-like regime

in anticlastic deformation and leave the metal holder parts clamped to the ends of the

strip as far as possible from the . Crystal thickness is an important parameter for crystal

bending as it influences the rigidity of the strip. For the first prototypes on adjustable

holders thin strips were selected, with 0.5 mm thickness. For the newer samples mounted

on static holder, thicker samples were selected with four times the thickness (2 mm).

4.4 Bending Characterization

4.4.1 Characterization in Ferrara

Precise measurements of the curvature imposed on a crystal sample is crucial for the

production process. Indeed, as will be explained in Section 4.5, a system to check bending

of samples is essential in order to correctly calibrate the holder curvature. Also for the newer

static holders (Sec. 4.6) fabrication techniques and manual mounting of the silicon strips

cannot alone guarantee for the resulting curvature and torsion without a careful control.

Optical interferometry can measure the shape of the surface of the crystal with nanometric

vertical sensibility and micrometric lateral resolution. The instrument employed was the

optical profiler Veeco NT1100 (Veeco Metrology Group). It exploits white light travelling
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through an interferometric objective and illuminates the sample to measure. Along the

path the beam an impact on a partially reflective mirror, and half of it strikes a reference

surface internal to the interferometer. The beam reflected from the sample being measured

and the reflected one from the reference sample are recombined in a series of interference

fringes, where the best contrast between the fringes represents the best focus. The following

picture 4.13 shows the scheme of the interferometer. This system can be used in two ways:

Figure 4.13: scheme of the interferometer Veeco NT110.

Phase-shifting Interferometry (PSI) and Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI). The latter

mode is mainly employed for samples with either discontinuous morphology (such are

steps in micromachined silicon) or relatively higher roughness. For the characterization

of finely polishes crystals the first and more precise techniques was adopted. The PSI

(Phase-shifting Interferometry) uses a filtered light (632 nm) for its operation. During the

measurement, a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) linearly moves the reference surface of a

small adjustable amount, in order to produce a phase shift between the reflected beam from
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the sample being measured and reflected from the reference sample. The system records the

intensity of the interference pattern at different phase shifts, and then converts the data by

integrating the field intensity. The data are processed to remove phase ambiguity between

adjacent points, and so is calculated the relative height h(x,y) of the sample surface by the

variation of phase as follows:

h(x, y) =
λ

4π
Φ(x, y); (4.6)

Where λ is the wavelength of the beam and Φ(x, y) are the phase data. This method is

only usable for sufficiently planar and continuous surfaces, because if two adjacent points

differ by height more than λ/4, which is ≈ 160 nm, there may be errors on the height

of multiples of λ/2. To resolve rougher surfaces or steps, the interferometer relies on VSI

measurements. This operation uses white light and also in this case a partially reflective

mirror. The two beams respectively invest the sample to be measured and the reference

one and then recombine in an interference pattern, where the best contrast between the

fringes represents the best focus. In this case, however, the system measures the extent of

fringe modulation, or coherence, instead of the phase between the interference fringes. The

technique consists in the variation of the beam optical path through a continuous shift of

the vertical axis of the objective, moving the focus to the sample and then measuring the

surface at various altitudes. For both techniques using a white light source, which in the

case of the technique PSI is filtered to obtain a monochromatic beam with a wavelength

of 632 nm.

The magnification is achieved by two stages of exchangeable lenses: the objective lens,

i.e. the one that moves during the VSI measures, and the FOV (field of view) lens, which

extends the range of magnification of the objective lens. The interferometer available at

the laboratories of the University of Ferrara used to measure the samples is able to obtain

a magnification from 1.25x to 100x.

This technique is highly sensitive, thus nanometric imperfections in the optics of the

instrument affects measurements. The issue is dealt with by calibrating the system with

a reference mirror. The mirror certified flatness guarantees less than 1.25Å in a neigh-

bourhood of a circle of radius 1 mm. Thus, when a measure of it is acquired, the resulting

shapes are caused by aberrations from optics. The acquiring software in following measures

subtracts the calibration image from the results.

Another step necessary to increase the reliability of curvature estimation is the rejection

of the surface local morphology contribute. Indeed, the sample surface should not be

considered perfectly planar at this scale of precision. Hence the sample is measured before

bending, in order to assess the surface shape up to nanometric details. Once bent, the
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the radius of curvature can be calculated as

R =
1

∆ω
(4.8)

where ∆ω is the angular shift expressed in radians. The anticlastic curvature can be

measured directly along the 4 mm length or exploiting Poisson’s ratio relation previously

stated in eq 4.3.

Operation for this technique requires small rotation of the sample on the ω XRD axis

(rocking curve RC)at different position, and calculation of the centroid of the RC each time.

Although small rotation of the rocking curve is reproducible within 0.0001◦ ≈ 1.7 µrad, the

translation mechanism could lose such a fine alignment due to mechanics plays and thus

add an additional angular shift completely unrelated to the sample bending condition. In

order to avoid such issue, RCs were measured on a flat crystal during the same translation

executed to perform a curvature measure. In such situation, the only sources of angular

shift are caused purely by instrumentation errors. This procedure was repeated≈ 100 times

and the resulting errors were fairly reproducible, thus have been treated as a constant bias

and subtracted from sample characterization.

The measure of torsion was obtained in an analogous way, by observing angular shift

of RCs on the entry face of the crystal. In past years a very good agreement between x-

rays characterization and direct measurements with relativistic particles beams have been

observed.

Sample Name Bending Angle X-rays [µrad] Bending Angle Channeling [µrad]
STF47 33± 2 34± 2
STF48 144± 2 144± 2
STF49 247± 3 247± 2
STF50 142± 5 139± 2
STF51 33± 2 33± 2
STF70 56± 2 52± 2
STF71 60± 5 61± 2
STF99 119± 3 120± 2
STF100 67± 6 63± 2
STF101 170± 6 165± 2
STF102 45± 3 42± 2
STF103 52± 5 55± 2
STF105 49± 3 50± 2

Table 4.4: list of crystal previously produced in Ferrara[130–133]
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4.4.2 Test beam at H8

After being produced and characterized in the laboratory of the University of Ferrara,

the deflection angle and steering efficiency of the bent crystals was directly measured

within UA9 collaboration. During 2016-2018, a total of 8 beamtests were performed at

H8 extracted beamline of SPS, in CERN North Area. The H8 beamline uses a secondary

beam produced by the collision of 400 GeV protons extracted from SPS into a 30 cm

thick beryllium target. Magnets and collimators separate the different types of particles

produced and select beam momentum. The chosen particles are secondary pions (π+) in

order to maximize flux and momentum. The beam is supplied during ≈ 10 s spill every

≈ 35 s. In the following table 4.4.2, beam parameters are summarized.

Particles type π+

Beam Momentum 180 GeV
Horizontal Size ≈ 2 mm
Vertical Size ≈ 2 mm
Horizontal Angular divergence 30± 2 µrad
Vertical Angular divergence 44± 2 µrad
Average Flux ≈ 3.5− 4× 105 pps

Table 4.5: summarized beam parameters

The particles are tracked using a silicon strips telescope, designed and assembled by

Blackett Laboratory of Imperial College group for UA9 collaboration[134]. A total of five

station are placed along the beam in the experimental area. Two are placed upstream

the crystal and three downstream (fig.4.16). Each station is equipped with two silicon

microstrip detectors fabricated by Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK) on high resistivity float-

zone material, one for horizontal position measure and the other rotated 90◦ to measure

the vertical one. Each detector consists in a total of 639 microstrips, each 60 µm wide

and 320 µm thick. The total active detection area is 3.8× 3.8 cm2. Angular resolution on

the incoming angle reach 2.8 µrad, and a total resolution limited to 5.2 µrad by multiple

scattering caused by the sensors themselves. When a particle crossed the detector, the

position and timing is recorded. Reconstruction software then analyses and associates

the events which align in two straight lines with vertex on crystal position (approximated

as a point-like object). Identification of each particle’s trajectory is critical for a precise

experimental assessment of channeling efficiency. Indeed, trajectory reconstruction allows

to identify the part of the beam which actually intersects the crystal. Moreover, from the

two planes upstream the sample is possible to calculate the incoming angle of the particle.
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Thanks to this information is possible to discriminate particles impacting the crystal at

angles larger than the critical one for planar channeling.

Figure 4.16: Experimental layout in H8 beam line for UA9 channeling experiments

The goniometer necessary for alignment of crystal is placed on a granite table, in order

to guarantee stability of the assembly from vibrations during the experiment. After mount-

ing the samples, an optical laser system is exploited to roughly pre-align lattice planes to

the crystal. A reference mirror is installed in the experimental area, previously positioned

in order to be as parallel as possible to the particle beam. A laser is aligned perpendicular

to such reference, exploiting a pentaprism to place the source few meters upstream thus

extending the optical lever arm. The sample is installed before the reference mirror and

reflects the light back to the laser source. In order to align the crystal, the reflected light

must return back to the laser source. As the techniques align the crystal surface, if the

miscut of the sample is known, it must be compensated by rotating accordingly the sample.

This method allows to achieve rough alignment within 150-200 µrad, strongly reducing the

time needed for the alignment procedure. To perfectly align the crystal with the beam,

an angular scan is performed with the goniometer while particles impact the sample. The

alignment is achieved once the channeling phenomena is observed, i.e. when a portion of

the beam gets deflected. Once found precisely the angular position which roughly maximize

steering efficiency, the sample is left in a fixed position until a sufficiently large statistic is

acquired.
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4.5 First prototypes

In order to impose the desired bending to the crystal as well as for handling purposes

special holders had been designed. The holders to bend strip crystals were initially devised

in collaboration with the Russian Institute for High Energy Physics IHEP, and are based on

deformation control technology. Since 2007 such holders have been designed in mechanical

workshop of physics department and INFN of Ferrara University[116]. A screw is coupled

to the holder by four bolts, by tightening or releasing the bolts the holder is elastically

deformed thus changing the mounting surfaces tilt. After the bolts are adjusted, the strip

is mounted on the holder. The strip opposite ends are firmly fixed on the two mounting

surfaces. The mechanism is based on a titanium cylinder fasten with screws on the holder.

The strip once mounted its ends are bounded to the holder surfaces tilt. If the two tilts are

carefully regulated to identical opposite angles, the strip bends into an arc of circumference.

As stated before in Sec. 4.3, to the main curvature (along the 55 mm length) an anticlastic

one is generated along its 4 mm dimension. This technology allows to achieve with the

same holder a large range of curvatures, on the other hand, mechanical strain due to holder

deformation propagates through the holder and alters planarity and parallelism of surfaces

where crystal lean on inducing torsion on the crystal. In order to correct for torsional

effects a screw is used. Such screw—based torsion compensation system demonstrated

to be very effective, allowing to obtain torsions of less than 1 µrad/mm. The holder is

composed of a total of 14 parts:

• 1 “main component”, made of Titanium grade V manufactured by “Cinel — Instru-

ments for Research and Industry” by means of milling and and electro—discharge

machining operations. Between milling and electro- discharge machining the part was

subject to a thermal annealing in order to release the mechanical stress generated

in the first operation (see table 4.5). Titanium grade V was supplied by “Stupino

Titanium Company”;

• dowel pins, diameter 2—H7 mm, made of Titanium grade V, provided by “Cinel

— Instruments for Research and Industry”. Those parts were manufactured by

means of turning operations. Titanium grade V was supplied by “Stupino Titanium

Company”;

• 1 threaded bar M5X0.25, made of Titanium grade V and manufactured by the com-

pany the “Biomeccanica Srl” in April 2015 by means of turning op— erations. Prime

Titanim grade V was supplied by “Tifast SRL”
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• 6 nuts M5x0.25, made of Titanium grade V and manufactured by the company

“Biomeccanica Srl” by means of turning operations. Prime Titanium grade V was

supplied by “Tifast SRL”;

• 4 screws M2, made of stainless steel 316 LN, provided by “Bulloneria Morelli Di R.

Morelli 85 C. Sas”.

Time [min] Temperature [◦C] Pressure [mbar]
0 Room temperature 1.26× 10−6

30 350 3.24× 10−6

40 350 3.24× 10−6

70 700 3× 10−5

250 700 3× 10−5

1080 Room temperature (radiative cooling) 1.23× 10−6

Table 4.6: heating cycle performed by Cinel on holder main body

Two samples were produced and tested with 180 GeV π+ beam. Before testing, curva-

ture and torsion were tested using optical interferometry and x-rays diffraction. STF107

Sample STF107 STF110
Thickness along the beam 4.08± 0.02 mm 4.00± 0.02 mm
Transverse length 0.55± 0.02 mm 0.50± 0.02 mm
Bending angle (x-rays) 56± 2 µrad 52± 3 µrad
Bending angle (interferometer) 53± 5 µrad
Torsion < 2 µrad/mm < 2 µrad/mm
Channeling Planes (110) (110)
Channeling Axis < 111 > < 110 >
Poisson’s Ratio 6.14 3.59
Miscut 40± 4 µrad 4± 2 µrad

Table 4.7: table shows the parameters measured at SSL of Ferrara for the prototypes for
LHC

was a silicon strip with ”large” miscut, but it otherwise meet every requirement for LHC

installation. The sample was tested twice at CERN on July and September 2016. Between

the two measures, the sample was subjected to a heating cycle which simulate the bake-

out procedure of LHC beam pipe. The sample bending condition remained stable during

the process. STF110 successfully met all requirement on bending and miscut necessary
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for LHC installation. A slightly different crystallographic orientation was selected, with

respect STF107 and previous sample produced [116]. Whereas the channeling planes re-

mained (110), the lattice axis along particle propagation is changed to 〈110〉. This does

not affect the planar potential, but modifies the elastic properties of the strip. Beside

holder imperfections, torsion can indeed be caused by crystal elastic anisotropy. In the

configuration selected for STF110, such effect is strongly suppressed (while for STF107 is

non-negligible). Similarly to STF017, the sample was tested twice on CERN H8 beam-

line before and after bake-out heating cycle. After heating steering the sample failed the

stability test, as it showed a deflection angle variation of over 10 µrad. Such radical fluc-

tuation is not compatible with LHC collimation, because it would lead to large variation

in channeling efficiency. The non reproducibility of the prototypes’ stability lead to dis-

card of the technology for the following holder models. Indeed, the bending mechanism

based on screws and bolts allows to actively modify the deformational states of the strips,

bypassing strict mechanical precision constrains, but causes as well significant difference

between samples.

4.6 New type: static holder

The new generation of holder was focused on achieving reproducible thermal stability. State

of the art in controlled deformation of silicon crystals is nowadays dictated by technolo-

gies employed at worldwide x-rays synchrotrons, where controlled deformation of crystals,

typically silicon or germanium is accomplished through mechanical benders actuated by

motors. This choice allows complete control over the sample at any time during opera-

tion. Compensation of mechanical imperfections, which arise in mechanical manufacturing

of benders or crystals, is then a relatively trivial issue. Recently channeling experiments

following this principle has been performed at Mainz Mikroton, with few tens of microns

thick silicon and germanium crystal, steering an 855 MeV electron beam [135]. Unfortu-

nately, such solutions are not suited for the case of LHC, usage of motor-actuated benders

might represent a risk. Fault of a motor might indeed compromise a key-component of the

machine, and its replacement would be an operation far from trivial, as the crystal would

operate in an extremely radioactive area. Moreover, a motor-actuated bender would likely

result in a bulky device. Thus, the first step was the decision to avoid imposing curvature

by stressing and deforming the holder itself. Indeed, pre-existing stresses could affect the

stability of the sample during heating and affect reproducibility of the system. In order

to accomplish this goal, a static version of the holder was devised. This allowed to signifi-
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cantly simplify the structure of the holder, in fact the number of components was halved

from 14 to 7:

• 1 holder main body in titanium grade 2 or 5, fabricated by Perman Srl.

• 2 mounting clips to hold the silicon strip to the holder, also fabricated by Perman

Srl.

• 4 titanium grade 2 or 5 M2 screws, ≈ 8 mm long.

The modification comes at expenses of stricter constrains over the precision during pro-

duction and mounting of samples. Indeed, without any bending regulation mechanism, the

holder requires to be manufactured in the perfect position. A total of 27 holders where

produced and tested during this R&D project, in order to assure a comprehensive study

over the features and reproducibility of the holders.

4.6.1 Holder

A static bender capable of impart the correct deformational state to the crystal looks the

most promising approach, even if mechanical tolerances are extremely challenging.

Material of the bender must be compatible for operation in a ultra-high vacuum envi-

ronment and should not lead to electron cloud activity in the accelerator [136]. Moreover,

the assembly must remain as light as possible: alignment of the crystal to the beam is pro-

vided by a piezo-actuated goniometer; as for any piezo-actuated motor, its performances

are maximized as it operates under as low as possible weights. A material satisfying the

cited requirements is titanium grade 5 (an alloy composed of 90% titanium, 6% aluminium,

4% vanadium) and titanium grade 2 (> 99% pure titanium ). This material, thanks to

its low density and high strength, typically finds applications for aerospace, naval and

biomechanical applications, engine components, sport equipment’s, but is rarely used in

ultra-high precision mechanics due to its poor machinability [137].

Instead of actively deform the structure of the holder, the surfaces were the strip is

mounted (coloured in red in fig. 4.17) are already fabricated with the required inclination

via electrical discharge machining. Thus, the strip is bent like in the previous generation,

in order to produce the desired anticlastic curvature on its central zone. The angular

offset is 822 ± 4 µrad, which corresponds to a slope of ≈ 0.1 µm over the length of 1

cm. Being the machine nominal precision one order of magnitude larger, the actual cut is

performed along a longer distance ≫ 1 cm. Consequently, the process cannot guarantee to

successfully achieve the desired inclination. Thus, a strip is mounted on a new holder and
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order to exploit the more efficient (110) planes for channeling and suppress torsion con-

tribute from crystal anisotropy. The damage on the cut surfaces was removed at ESRF

Crystal & Crystal Analyser Laboratories via lapping and polishing, reducing the size to

2× 4× 55 mm3. The strips were mounted on holders in the clean rooms of SSL in Ferrara,

where the curvature was measured via x-rays diffraction. Only assembly with deflection

within 52.5 ± 3.5 µrad were accepted for experimentation with particle beam. All the

samples achieved suitable bending for LHC collimation. Heating cycles were performed

at LNL: samples were installed in a quartz vacuum tube and pressure was decreased up

to 10−7 mbar. An oven mounted on rails slid over the tube and heated it up following

the bake-out cycle for LHC. To optimize temperature homogeneity during the cycles, the

samples were placed in the vacuum tube in order to end up in the central zone of the

oven. After each heating cycle, the sample curvature was verified again in Ferrara with

x-rays diffraction. The stability was deemed consistent with the measurement resolution.

Thus, the samples were selected for direct measurements of planar channeling efficiency

and steering at H8 extracted SPS beam line together the UA9 collaboration. The measure-

ment obtained were consistent with the characterization performed in Ferrara. Samples

tested on test beam of August 2018 underwent again another bake-out process. The oper-

ation were officially performed by personnels of CERN Technology Department’s Vacuum

Surfaces and Coating Group.

On the following test beam in September 2018, the same samples were tested again at

H8 beam line. Analysis of the experimental data confirms stability of the samples, showing

no significant change of performance before and after heating cycle. Only samples STF124,

STF125 and STF126 underwent torsion adjustment during assembly. STF125 in particular

passes all requirement for LHC installation.
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Sample Deflection Angle Efficiency within θc Torsion
∆ Deflession

After CERN Heating
STF117 50± 1 µrad 66± 2% −5± 1 µrad/mm −1± 1µrad
STF118 53± 1 µrad 64± 2$ −6± 1 µrad/mm 0± 1µrad
STF119 53± 1 µrad 66± 2% 5± 1 µrad/mm 0± 1µrad
STF120 52± 1 µrad xx± 2% 15± 1 µrad/mm 0± 1µrad
STF121 48± 1 µrad 67± 2% 5± 1 µrad/mm 0± 1µrad
STF122 46± 1 µrad 66± 2% −14± 1 µrad/mm 0± 1µrad
STF123 52± 1 µrad 62± 2% −13± 1 µrad/mm 1± 1µrad
STF124 49± 1 µrad 67± 2% 0± 1 µrad/mm not measured
STF125 50± 1 µrad 65± 2% 3± 1 µrad/mm not measured
STF126 50± 1 µrad 66± 2% 3± 1 µrad/mm not measured

Table 4.8: results of channeling experiments and heating cycles performed at CERN on
static holders.
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Chapter 5

Future Applications of Bent Crystal

for High-Energy Physics Experiments

Beside beam collimation of LHC, other promising experiments can be developed exploit-

ing bent crystals. In this work, two applications in LHC are investigated in particular:

beam extraction into external beamline and spin precession of charmed baryons. The two

projects were both financed by European Research Council and focused on very different

physics fields: the first on cross section calculation and back-region QED dynamics studies,

while the second on electromagnetic dipole measure and baryon spectroscopy. Nevertheless,

bent crystals were crucial for either experiments. Indeed, this fact strongly emphasizes the

versatility of the technologies and its potential to enable novel approaches in high energy

physics. The crystal deflectors described in this chapter differs from the ones previously

introduced for LHC collimation and thus require dedicated R&D. In the first place, the

appropriate thickness along the beam for the applications is 5-10 cm and steering of 1-17

mrad. Such lengths and angles were very common in first channeling experiments, however

the solutions adopted lacked crystal and curvature optimization needed for operation in

LHC. Hence the whole mechanical holder concept must be revisited, if not discarded com-

pletely to favour self-standing techniques approach. Furthermore, spin precession would

strongly benefit from exploitation of other materials beside silicon. Indeed, semiconduc-

tor industry is nowadays able to offer Germanium crystal of quality comparable to silicon

(although at higher price). Germanium displays stronger potential than Silicon, but also

requires special care in handling process and not all fabrication processes possible on Silicon

are available.
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5.1 Crystal assisted beam extraction

Beam extraction from a particle accelerator is performed via electromagnetic optics. It

is possible to modify the dynamics of the beam in order to extract only a part of the

beam. Bent crystals are an alternative solution for the issue. The application has been

investigated worldwide in several facilities.

First experiments were performed in Russia, large deflection angles were selected in or-

der to obtain clear and unequivocal signal to prove crystal assisted steering phenomenon.

The very first attempt to extract a circulating beam was performed at Dubna Synchropha-

sotron in the 80’s [13]. An 11 mm long crystal was employed, intercepting part of the 8.4

GeV proton beam and thus operating in parasitic mode. The deflection angle achieved

diverted a at an angle of 35 mrad with an efficiency of ≈ 10−4. After this first success, an

extensive experimental campaign was carried out at U-70 (IHEP, Protvino, Moscow) using

higher energy beams. Protons with 50 and 70 GeV momentum [14, 15] were extracted,

efficiency was improved and reached about 1%. These low extraction efficiencies were as-

cribed to a not optimized crystal features (such as length, radius of curvature etc.)[16]

or to an non ideal experimental set-up [13]. Indeed, such a large deflection angles had

the main drawback to decrees channeling efficiency. Moreover, technologies employed for

samples bending could not achieve the homogeneity essential to suppress dechanneling of

the particles travelling in the crystal.

Although the obtained results showed low efficiency, they demonstrated for the first time

the channeling phenomenon. In the late 90s further development of beam manipulation

via channeling was carried out at CERN with proton beams of energies of 14, 120 and 270

GeV [17–19] and at Tevatron proton beam of energy 900 GeV [20, 21]. The experiments

successfully increased the efficiency of the steering process by one order of magnitude,

reaching respectively ≈10% and ≈25%. However, slow extraction approaches resulted

far superior at the time (≈98%). Such low values were attributed to the presence of

an imperfect layer on the crystal surface [18, 22, 23], unwanted parasitic effects in the

deformation of the crystal [17, 23], and to an inappropriate choice of the length of the

crystal [22, 24–26]. Regarding this last point, simulations demonstrated [22, 23] that the

length of the crystals used at SPS and Tevatron (30 and 40 mm respectively) was optimized

for operations in single-pass mode, not in multi-pass. Taking into account this effect, crystal

about 5 times shorter would have maximized extraction efficiencies reaching values about

3 times higher. Recent simulations predict the possibility to reach an efficiency of 99% for

270 GeV proton extraction from the SPS [27].

Simulation models proved to be invaluable tools in the design following crystalline
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deflectors and drove the design and manufacturing of a subsequent generation of crystals

[28] and bending schemes [29, 30]. This progress resulted in a considerable increase of

extraction efficiency, which reached the value of 85% [29] in single pass mode.

At the same time, semiconductor research during the last 20 years accomplished great

progress in crystal manufacturing and characterization. This allowed to manufacture crys-

tals free from lattice damage, surface roughness lower than 0.1 nm. Driven by those

results, an intense experimental campaign [32] investigating the possibility to collimate or

extract the proton beam circulating in the LHC was started in the late 1990 at H8 and

H4 extracted lines of the SPS. New coherent interaction effects of ultra-relativistic proton

beams with crystals were observed, among which were the phenomena of volume reflection

[34, 81], beam steering by means of crystal axes [35–37], multiple volume reflection [38–41]

and mirroring [42]. For the first time, efficient beam steering was also recorded for both

positively [43–45] and negatively charged particle beams [46, 47]. Current performances

of crystal assisted beam steering indeed are now competitive with other beam extraction

techniques, and the compact size of the setup allows to operate only on a selected faction

of the beam.

Extraction of the LHC beam - the CRYSBEAM project

Crysbeam project proposed the employment of a crystal to extract the multi TeV proton

beam of LHC beam into an external beamline. The employment of a crystal would allow

to operate in parasitic mode, only intercepting the halo of the beam. The deflected protons

could then be exploited in fixed target experiments. In particular, a gaseous target could

simulate earth atmosphere in order to reproduce the beginning of cosmic rays’ showers.

The crystal necessary for efficient extraction design was developed starting from LHC

crystal collimators requirement of high efficiency and low beam impedance. While the

crystal collimation scheme requires an angular kick of a few tens of µrad by keeping the

halo particles within the beam pipe radius, beam extraction out of the beam pipe would

require a deflection angle of φ ≈1 mrad. This approximate value of steering angle was

found to be appropriate in a conceptual scheme of extraction in the LHC [139]. In fact,

the aim of collimation is to deflect the beam towards an absorber located in the beam pipe

downstream of the crystal. On the other hand, a large angle is required for beam deflection

to achieve an adequate separation of the extracted beam from the primary beam. In order

to attain such larger deflection, the only available options are either the increase crystal

thickness along the beam (L)or the reduction of its curvature R, since the final deflection is

defined as φ = L/R. As previously stated in chapter 2, at high energy channeling efficiency

is strongly dependent on the curvature. The radius of curvature should indeed be left as
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large as R > 6Rc [45], thus this parameter must not be modified significantly from the

value selected for beam collimation. Differently, channeling efficiency for a beam of positive

particles at 7 TeV/c is weakly affected by the crystal length. Hence a hundred millimetres

long crystal would in principle achieve a high channeling efficiency, of the order of 80-90%.

Thus, the optimal configuration for extracting the LHC beam would be a crystal featuring

L ≈ 100 mm and R ≈ 100 m.

5.1.1 Long anticlastic

The crystals currently used at LHC for collimation tests are made of silicon. In order to

deflect charged particle beams, both anticlastic [29, 30, 50] and quasi-mosaic [140, 141]

deformation have been exploited. Unfortunately, the quasi-mosaic effect does not allow

to operate with a ≈100 mm long crystal. Indeed, the quasi-mosaic effect consists in the

bending of a family of lattice planes which are perpendicular to the surface of the primary

curvature. Thus, in the case of a plate crystal, its thickness would be of the order of ≈100

mm. Such samples would be to rigid to efficiently bent, without an heavy and bulky setup.

On the other hand, the anticlastic deformation can be exploited to realize crystals whose

length along the beam direction can be even hundreds of mm. Up to now, the crystal

for beam deflection manufactured in Ferrara feature a strip-like shape, i.e. the crystal

length (L) is much smaller than its height (h).The crystal prototypes for LHC collimation

exploiting the anticlastic deformation 4 mm long (L) and 55 mm high (h), resulting in an

aspect ratio L/h ≅ 0.1. The primary bending being imposed by clamping at their edges

to the holder, where a momentum was forced on the crystal.

Unfortunately, the geometry developed for the crystal collimation cannot be rescaled

for beam extraction because a crystal with length along the beam of ≈ 100 mm and the

same aspect ratio would result in a 1 m high crystal. Even without considering the need

for an appropriate bending device, it would be too large and bulky for an installation in a

beam pipe.

In this paper, we propose to keep h at about 40 mm and to increase L to about 100

mm, i.e. a crystal with an aspect ratio of 2.5. For such new crystals, the usage of the

described bending scheme would strongly suppress the anticlastic deformation [142, 143].

Thus, we manufactured a new bending device that is a redesign of the bending device

previously developed. In particular, this new holder allows us to apply two identical and

adjustable moments at two crystal edges of a plate crystal and to enhance its anticlastic

deformation, instead of suppressing it; more details on this bending device will be reported

in a dedicated paper.
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Crystal manufacturing and bending

Two different samples were produced and characterized at the Sensor and Semiconductor

Laboratory of the University in Ferrara (SSL), namely sample 1 and sample 2. The samples

are made of high quality silicon, with a density of dislocation <1/cm2, as certified by the

manufacturer.

Sample 1 was produced with L/h < 1. It was mounted on a holder similar to the one

used for the strip-like samples. On the other hand, sample 2 was manufactured to feature

L/h > 1. This sample is the first one with these characteristics that is bent by means of

a holder for such a purpose. All the sample parameters are listed in Tab.5.1.

Sample 1 Sample 2
Channeling plane (110) (111)
Channeling Axis <100> <110>

Height (h) - x [mm] 55.0±0.1 39.0±0.1
Length (L) - y [mm] 23.8±0.1 56.8±0.1
Width (w) - z [mm] 0.52±0.02 1.00±0.02

Density of dislocations [1/cm2] < 1 < 1

Interferometric measurement results
Bending angle φ (µrad) 1877±94 716±36

Anticlastic R (m) 12.1±0.6 79.9±4.0

XRD measurement results
Bending angle φ (µrad) 1840±24 714±24

Anticlastic R (m) 12.9±0.6 79.6±4.2

Table 5.1: summarizing tables for samples geometric and crystalline characteristics and
curvature measure with both interferometer and diffractometer.

Sample 1 and sample 2 were manufactured to be 520±20µm and 1000±20µm wide,

respectively, through a merging of the techniques described in [28] and in [128]. Since

miscut reduction techniques are applied on the whole wafer, no further investigation is

required during the development of samples for extraction. Hence, correction of miscut

was skipped during the development of these extraction prototypes, being the procedure

both long and expensive. Indeed, the samples will not be installed in LHC, and small

variation of miscut does not significantly modify elastic properties of the assembly. The

first step of the fabrication was the coating of the wafers with a 100 nm thick film of silicon

nitride (Si3N4) via Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD). Then, the samples
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were shaped using an automatic diamond blade dicing saw (Disco DAD 3220). This device

can perform a high precision straight cut, with an error of 1 µm for a linear translation

and of 10−2 degrees for rotation. Since the cutting process by the dicing saw damaged

the material for a thickness of ≈10 µm along the line of the cut [28, 144], superficial

strains and deformations may appear in the sample [145]. Indeed, the dicing process

used to shape the crystals causes a damaged superficial layer that is characterized by a

large amount of dislocations (≈ 106/cm2). Such defects are highly detrimental for the

channeling phenomenon, as they can generate a deformation in the crystal that can extend

to relatively large distances from the point where the dislocation is generated. Moreover,

since the beam would be perpendicular to the damaged surfaces and would pass through

them, the particle trajectories would be affected by multiple Coulomb scattering, which

eventually leads to a lowering of the channeling efficiency. In order to maximize channeling

efficiency of a 7 TeV energy beam, it is estimated that the maximum number of dislocations

should not be larger than 1/cm2 [146]. Thus, an etching process to remove the part of

the crystal rich of defects was performed. The used etching process has been verified to

achieve the required dislocation density in [28]. In particular, Rutherford backscattering in

channeling condition was used for the purpose, which is a technique to precisely investigate

the crystalline quality of the first layers.

In particular, an isotropic etching was performed using a solution composed of 3 parts

of HF (50%), 5 parts of HNO3 (70%) and 3 parts CH3COOH (99%). This chemical

solution is characterized by an etching rate of ≈2µm/min. A ≈100-120 µm thick layer was

removed from the cut surfaces. The Si3N4 layer was used to protect the rest of the samples

during this process. Afterwards, it was removed by a chemical etch based of buffed HF in

order to avoid hindrance on interferometric characterization of the surface.

The crystallographic orientation of the main surface of sample 1, i.e. the channeling

planes, was chosen to be (110). Sample 2 was designed to have a larger aspect ratio with

respect to sample 1. For this sample, (111) plane was selected as the main face.

Sample characterization

Two different characterizations were performed to measure the deformation of the man-

ufactured samples. The first characterization was a morphological analysis of the sample

surface. It was performed using an interferometric microscope (Veeco NT-1100). As this

instrument allowed to achieve a complete control over the deformation applied on the

crystal samples. As the field of view of the instrument is much smaller than the size of

the samples, an automated procedure of stitching was performed. This allowed to merge
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successive measures into a single one by exploiting a 32% overlap.

The morphological characterization of the samples was done before and after the bend-

ing process. By comparing the two measurements, it was possible to obtain the displace-

ment induced by the holder, i.e. the curvature of the sample.

Sample 1 Sample 1

Sample 2 Sample 2

Primary curvature - x (mm) Anticlastic curvature - y (mm)

Primary curvature - x (mm) Anticlastic curvature - y (mm)

Figure 5.1: Interferometric measurement of the plate crystals. Left column: deforma-
tion along the direction perpendicular to particle beam propagation, i.e. the primary
curvature—z vs x position. Right column: deformation along the direction of particle
beam propagation, i.e. the anticlastic curvature—z vs y position.[147]

The results of the interferometric measurements are shown in Fig.5.1. In particular, the

deformation at y = 0 is shown in the left column and corresponds to the primary curvature

as measured along a line in the centre of the sample and the origin of the reference system

is taken at the centre of the sample. The deformation at x = 0 is shown in the right column

and corresponds to the anticlastic curvature as measured along a line in the centre of the

sample, perpendicular to the previous line. As expected, the samples show a saddle-like

shape, i.e. the concavity of the anticlastic curvature is flipped wrt the primary curvature.

A quantitative estimation of the curvature was produced from the profiles by calculation

of the numerical derivate dz/dy. These derivatives were used for evaluating the average R

and φ, which are listed in Tab.5.1. The errors are due to the uncertainty of the stitching

process of the interferometric microscope.

In order to directly characterize the deformation of the crystalline planes along beam

propagation direction, the samples were analysed via a high-resolution X-ray diffractome-

ter (HRXRD) PANalytical - X’Pert3 MRD (XL). The analysis was carried out with a
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GeV/c protons, as in [42, 45, 153]. The computations of the electrical characteristics of

the crystals are carried out via ECHARM. The Geant4 application was developed on top

of the 10.3 version of the toolkit, which includes the description of crystalline structures

[154]. All physical phenomena occurring for a channeled particle are strongly affected by

the number of nuclei and electrons encountered, which depends on the particle trajectory

[1]. Therefore, the probability of a physics process to occur in the simulation has been

weighted as a function of the density of material experienced by a channeled particle. Such

dependence of the probability of interaction allows the correct evaluation of the deflection

efficiency, which strongly depends on the particle charge sign [47]. The comparison of the

simulation produced with Geant4 and experimental data can be found in the literature for

planar [155] and axial [35] channeling, proving to be in good agreement with the respective

experimental data and also with the analytical calculations.

ϕ     (1866    3) µrad

ϕ     (715    3) µrad

Figure 5.3: Probability distribution of the deflection efficiency as a function of the deflection
angle after the interaction with the crystals. The proton momentum (p), the channeling
deflection efficiency (ǫ), and the mean deflection angle (φ) are indicated on the figure.[147]

The simulation of the interaction in single-pass mode of a collimated beam impinging

on the crystals was carried out. In the simulation, a perfectly collimated beam, i.e. with
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zero divergence, impinged parallel to the main channeling planes. Sample 2 was designed

to operate inside the LHC, therefore a 7 TeV/c proton beam was simulated. On the other

hand, sample 1 was designed to operate at the SPS energies, thus a 400 GeV/c beam

was simulated for this crystal. Fig. 5.3 shows the angular distribution of the particles

that exit the crystal after having interacted with it. In the simulation, the crystals were

simulated without defects and a negligible experimental uncertainty on the deflection angle

is assumed. Sample 1 showed a deflection efficiency under channeling equal to 73.3±0.3%,

while sample 2 showed a deflection efficiency equal to 63.2±0.3%. The sample deformation

was simulated by using the data from the XRD measurements (from Fig.5.2), considering

thus the variation of the curvature radius along the crystal length. The same simulations

were worked out also considering a uniform bending curvature (not shown in the figure).

For this case, the channeling efficiencies pass from 73.3% and 63.2% to 73.4% and 66.0%,

respectively. Such small differences mean that the curvature of the samples was very

homogeneous, and the curvature variations weakly affected the channeling efficiency.

Fabrication and characterization of the two Si crystals was carried out successfully, and

simulation confirms potentially good steering features, optimized design for extraction of

the SPS or LHC beam. A large bending angle was achieved both for the samples 1 and

2, which means that the anticlastic behaviour persists also for large bending and for L/h

> 1. The Geant4 simulation predicts that a 7 TeV/c proton beam would be deflected by

the sample 1 by the channeling effect with a 73.4% efficiency and that a 400 GeV/c proton

beam would be deflected by the sample 2 with a 66.0% efficiency. While sample 1 can be

used for beam extraction at LHC, sample 2 could be used for efficient extraction at lower

energies (like from the SPS [27]) given the smaller radius of curvature. The possibility of

obtaining compact crystal deflectors with innovative crystal design has been accomplished

and this developed technology could be suitable for a crystal-based extraction in the LHC

or in future hadron colliders, such as FCC.

5.1.2 Self-standing curvature

A completely different approach for fabrication of bent crystal for beam extraction can be

exploited, discarding both the employment of a metal holder to impose curvature and the

use of secondary bending. Indeed, an approach based on self-standing curvature techniques

provides several compelling features. These kinds of techniques usually carry out processes

on the sample surface to generate a uniform stress which causes the desired deformation. In

this case, sandblasting techniques was chosen to produce the samples[156]. The technique

purposely induce damage on the superficial layer of the crystal, where an amorphous layer
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Sample Name PLSB
Material Si

Length along the beam 55 mm
Traversed length 40 mm

Thickness 2 mm
Diffracting Planes (111)
Bending method Sandblasting
Sandblasted width 15 mm + 15 mm
Unprocessed width 10 mm

Table 5.2: Diffracting planes correspond
to main surface 40×55 mm2. The sand-
blasting was carried out in the two outer
zones of the main surface, leaving intact
the central 10 mm

Sandblaster SAMAC
Compressed air consumption 560 lt/s at 6 bar

Blasting medium natron glass
Blasting size 1-50 µm

Blasting density 2.3±0.3 g/cm3

Blasting hardness 6 Mohs
Nozzle-to-sample distance ∼ 10 cm

Process duration 300 s

Table 5.3: table on the right summa-
rize the sample feature, while table on
the left indicates the sandblasting pro-
cess parameters

caused a degradation of the quality of the crystal bulk. Once tested on H8 beamline, the

sample showed steering features of a perfect crystal and deflection angle correspondent to

the previous characterizations.

Sample fabrication

The Si sample, named PLSB, was manufactured and bent at the laboratories of the Na-

tional Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) of Ferrara. The crystal was made of commer-

cially available pure crystalline Si. First, the sample was shaped to form 55×2×40 mm3

plate, using the high-precision dicing saw (DISCOTM DAD3220). The largest surface of

the samples was (111) oriented, since this crystallographic orientation is characterized by

high channeling and diffraction efficiency and well suited for x-rays analysis. Moreover, the

high isotropy of the crystallographic orientation would help highlight imprecision during

the production process. A sketch of the samples is shown in Fig. 5.4.

PLSB has been bent through the sandblasting method [158]: a mechanical process

consisting in driving a stream of abrasive material against a sample through a pressurized

fluid, usually compressed air. This technique permits to bend from thin to thick crystals,

up to a few mm. The obtained curvature is adjustable and depends on the thickness of

the crystal and on the grain of the abrasive material. The parameters of the samples are

listed in Table 5.1.2, while the parameters of the sandblasting method are listed in Table

5.3.
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For beam-extraction applications, the crystalline quality of the samples should be very

high, since lattice defects would affect by multiple Coulomb scattering the particle trajec-

tories, lowering the channeling efficiency [146]. Thus, the sample has been manufactured

to have the maximum lattice quality in its central part, where the particle beam should

interact with the samples. Indeed, the sandblasted process was applied on lateral portion

of the (111) surface of the sample as shown in Fig.5.4. Thus, for both the samples, there

is a central part that is constituted only of un-machined Si, and then a channeled particle

beam would not cross the crystals near the machined zones, as can be seen in Fig.5.5. In

particular, the two machined zones are 15 mm long while the central polished part of the

samples extends for all the crystal length (x direction) and it is 10 mm wide.

y - [111]

X - [110]
_

z - [112]
_

Machined 

zone 

Machined 

zone 

Incoming 

par�cle beam
 

Channeled 

par�cles 
Bent planes

Figure 5.5: Scheme of the manufactured samples. The blue arrows represent the charged-
particle beam, while the red zones correspond to the machined parts of material. The
curvature of the crystallographic planes is shown.

Both the samples resulted to be bent to the opposite side with respect to the machined

surface, i.e. the osculating circle lies on the polished side of the crystal [158]. Thus, the

channeled particles, following the crystal curvature, are deflected in the opposite direction

from the machined surface.
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High-energy X-ray diffraction

The curvature of the sample was tested through high-energy X-ray diffraction at the beam-

line ID11 of ESRF. A highly monochromatic and quasi-parallel beam was tuned to 140 keV

energy. Monochromaticity was of the order of ∆E/E = 10−3. The beam was 50×50 µm2

wide. The beam diffracted on the (111) planes traversing the sample length, i.e. in Laue

geometry, and entered the crystals in the centre of one of their (110) surfaces. Thus, for the

sample PLSB, the beam entered the centre of one of the 40×2 mm2 surfaces and traversed

55 mm of Si, Therefore, the characterizations were worked out with the high-energy X-ray

beam that followed the same path that a channeled beam would do, as shown in Fig.5.5.

The characterization of the sample was carried out by performing rocking curves (RCs),

i.e., by recording the transmitted and the diffracted beam intensity while the crystal was

being rotated around the position where Bragg condition was satisfied. In particular, the

Bragg angles were 14.12 mrad for both the (111) planes. The sample was set far enough

from the detectors to allow sufficient separation of diffracted and transmitted beams.

Diffraction and transmission RCs were recorded simultaneously by two identical pho-

todiodes, resulting in two complementary curves as a function of the beam glancing angle.

The experiment parameters are listed in Table 5.1.2 and Table 5.4, while the experimental

results are shown in Fig. 5.6. Beam divergence, beam flux, acquisition time, and beam

size were taken into account to normalize the photon counts. In particular, the photon

counts have been normalized to 1 taking into account the flux that hit the detector when

the sample was not aligned for diffraction. Thus, the absorption is not included in the

figure both for the transmitted and for the diffracted beam. Given the high flux of the

ID11 beamline, the measurements took only a few minutes.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the RC turns out to be a direct mea-

surement of the angular distribution of diffracting planes Ω, i.e. the bending angle of the

crystal. The RCs also exhibit diffraction efficiency of the sample under analysis. The

diffraction efficiency is a good estimator of the crystalline quality of the samples. Indeed,

if the measured diffraction efficiency is equal to the theoretical value, it means that the

crystalline quality was preserved, namely the bending process did not damage the samples.

This is mandatory to obtain high-efficiency channeling.
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Beam Energy [KeV] 140
Energy Spread [∆E/E] ≈10−3

Beam Size [µm×µm] 50×50
Sample PLSB

D-spacing for (111) planes [Å] 3.1355
Extinction length Λ [m] 3.43 ∗ 10−4

Angular spread [mrad] 0.424
Curvature radius [m] 130

Diff. efficiency - theoretical 0.97±0.01
Diff. efficiency - experimental 0.98±0.01

Table 5.4: X-ray beam parameters and experimental results on x-ray characterization of
the sample

Fig.5.6 shows also the theoretical expectation for the measured RCs, which are plotted

with dashed lines. In particular, calculations were carried out by taking into account a

perfectly homogeneous curvature. As can be noticed, the experimental data are in very

good agreement with the expectations, meaning that the crystal curvature was homoge-

neous and the crystalline quality was preserved. In particular, analytical calculation was

worked out taking into account a tolerance on the crystal curvature of ±1%. The tolerance

is visible in the figure as a grey or red band within two dashed lines.

X-ray white-beam topography

Since the sandblasting process could in principle cause a damage in the crystal bulk, fur-

ther characterization of the lattice quality was carried out. X-ray white-beam topography

(XWBT) was applied to PLSB, using the topography station at a bend magnet source

of the KIT synchrotron [157]. The method allows imaging of the spatial distribution of

strain localizations within crystalline bulk materials with a few micrometer spatial reso-

lution, thus enabling the detection and identification of crystal defects like dislocations,

inclusions, etc.

In general, XWBT employs a parallel and polychromatic X-ray beam, which impinges

the sample and generates a Laue pattern, with each spot resulting from diffraction by an

individual set of net planes hkl within the illuminated crystal volume. Since any local strain

within the investigated sample volume influences the local diffraction conditions, imaging

contrast is created in the intensity distribution of the diffracted beam cross-sections: for

each reflection hkl characteristic diffraction properties of the crystal are projected along

the corresponding diffracted wave vector into the corresponding topography [161]. Digital
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high-resolution X-ray imaging detectors allow many of these topography to be recorded,

even with high frame rates, enabling e.g. time-resolved studies [162, 163].

Exploiting a wide incident X-ray beam, motorized sample translation, and fast digital

image acquisition, XWBT allows two-dimensional (2D) large area screening of laterally

extended samples (e.g. covering complete industrial wafers) [164]. During data processing,

the recorded image tiles are merged, yielding a high-resolution 2D overview map of the

defect distribution.

Figure 5.7: Non-machined central stripe of PLSB, imaged by XWBT large area screening
(contrast digitally enhanced), with two types of features marked exemplarily. Type (i)
is interpreted as localized impression damage at the surface and, supported by the 3D
information in Fig.5.8, type (ii) can be related to scratches.

A particular variant of XWBT, commonly referred to as section topography, takes

advantage of a slender incident X-ray beam, narrowed in one direction to only few tens

of µm. As a result, the projection of the thin illuminated volume slice in the diffracted

beam direction provides depth information [164]. By suitable step-wise sample translation,

a sequence of such cross-section images can be recorded, gradually sampling the three-

dimensional (3D) sample volume and enabling the reconstruction of a 3D image by virtual

stacking [165].

Two large area screenings of the complete sample PLSB were performed using the 022

and 311 reflections (see Table 5.5), complemented by a 3D section scan of one selected

region of interest (see Table 5.6). All topographic images were digitally recorded by an

indirect detector system consisting of a 200 µm thick LuAG:Ce scintillator crystal coupled

by magnifying visible light optics (Nikkor 180/2.8 ED objective) to a pco.4000 Charged

Coupled Device (CCD) camera (4008×2672 pixels), resulting in an effective pixel size of

2.5 µm [162].

One of the obtained large area overviews (the one using the 311 reflection) of the non-

machined central stripe of PLSB is shown in Fig.5.7. After digital background correction

and contrast enhancement, homogeneous gray color indicates perfect crystal regions, while

strain localizations are visible as black and white contrast. Two classes of features are

distinguishable: Type (i) is confined to small areas, occasionally even appearing point-
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Figure 5.8: Visualization of the 3D topographic contrast distribution in the region marked
in Fig.5.7, recorded by XWBT section scanning. As shown in the different cross-sections
through the complete sample thickness in a)-c), the origin of type (ii) contrast features ap-
pears located close to the surface, which suggests that these feature correspond to scratches.

like. By comparison with studies of controlled mechanical surface indentations [166] this

feature class is attributed to localized impression damage, e.g. by sufficiently hard particles

pressed onto the surface during sample processing or handling. Type (ii) appears as sharp

lines, extended up to several millimeters and predominantly resembling smooth arcs. Since

dislocations in silicon are well known to have a tendency towards straight-line segments

[167], and because the typical features of dynamical diffraction contrast of dislocations

(intermediary image fringes, one-sided blurred dynamical line edges [160]) are not visible

here, the appearance of type (ii) features can be attributed to scratches at the surface.
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Reflection 022 311
Bragg angle (Degree) 10◦ 7.025◦

Energy (keV) 18.59 30.95
Beam size, w×h (mm2) 6×4 6×4

Exposure time (s) 2 5
Number of tiles 150 132

Table 5.5: Parameters of the XWBT
large area screenings

Reflection 311
Bragg angle [◦] 7.025◦

Energy [keV] 30.95
Beam size, w×h [mm2] 8×0.03

Step size [µm] 80
Exposure time [s] 30
Number of steps 150

Table 5.6: Parameters of the XWBT sec-
tion scan

This reasoning is strongly supported by the 3D distribution of topographic contrast

recorded by section topography scans: the illustration in Fig.5.8 shows that the contrast

of all type (ii) features in the investigated region originates exclusively from crystal regions

close to the surface. Moreover, the strong manifestation of Pendellösung fringes visible in

the centre of the cross-sections indicates very high perfection of the crystal lattice in the

bulk [160].

5.1.3 Test beam at H8

The sample channeling features were directly studied at H8 beamline of CERN. The ex-

perimental layout of the particle tracking system is the same used for the study of LHC

collimation, as well as the beam parameters. The investigation was carried out on June

2017, during UA9 beam time. Steering of pion beam was clearly observed, with channeling

efficiency reaching up to 37±0.1% for particles aligned within 5 µrad. The main hindrance

to beam steering was given by the length of the crystal. Indeed, for 180 GeV π+ scattering

with electrons in the channel is the main source of dechanneling within the crystal. Indeed,

dechanneling length is of the same order of magnitude at the energy used. While for 7 TeV

protons of LHC the length of the crystal would be less than a tenth of it, thus allowing a

more persistent channeling condition.

The deformation was obtained via the sandblasting turned out to be homogeneous

throughout the samples. In particular, the sandblasting method should permit to ob-

tain the maximum homogeneity of the curvature. High-energy X-ray characterization was

worked out through RCs. In particular, the FWHM of the RCs is the measure of the radius

of curvature of the samples. Moreover, the measured RCs attested that the sample curva-

ture were homogeneous, since The RCs showed a flat-top profile. Indeed, the diffraction
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Angular cut on incoming angle Deflection Angle Efficiency (±3 σ)
5 µrad 419±2 µrad 37.1±0.2%
7.5 µrad 419±2 µrad 35.4±0.2%
10 µrad 419±2 µrad 33.1±0.2%
15 µrad 419±2 µrad 28.2±0.2%

Table 5.7: Tables indicating the channeling deflection and efficiency measured selecting
from the acquired data only the portion of beam within the indicated angular divergence

cycles performed to simulate the LHC beampipe bake-out process. The sample curva-

ture was measured via x-rays diffraction with the high-resolution diffractometer in Ferrara

laboratories after each cycle. Within the instrumental resolution, no difference has been

observed after repetition of 3 cycles.

The stability of the machined layer phases was also empirically verified, as routine

measurements in the following years showed no difference in bending condition. As for

practical operation, the crystal should last at least a year to allow switching with new one

during the annual maintenance.

The technique is promising, the size of the fabricated samples can be easily rescaled to

adjust the desired length of the crystal deflector, as the curvature is dependent only on the

sample thickness (2 mm for PLSB) and is not influenced by width and length. Hence a

sample 100 mm long, as desired for the Crysbeam project, would be of feasible production.
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5.2 Crystal Assisted EDM and MDM studies

The electric and magnetic dipole moments are static properties of fundamental particles.

EDM is an extremely sensitive tool to investigate new physics[168]. Indeed, QED calcula-

tions strongly suppress contributes from standard model making effects from new physics

are particularly evident. Enhancement of EDM would be inevitably linked to undiscovered

CP violation mechanism, thus enabling the development of new models. MDM in baryons

derives from their internal quark structure. Investigation on MDM thus allows important

anchor points to support QCD quark model. Experimental studies on these quantity ex-

ploits the influence over the particle spin precession in an external electromagnetic field.

For particles like proton, neutron, muon and electron, such measurements provide among

the most stringent tests of the SM [169–175]. However, there are currently no direct mea-

surements of such properties for charm and beauty baryons, and also for τ leptons, due

to the difficulties imposed by their short lifetimes. Indeed, current state of art magnetic

dipole are not powerful enough to manipulate spin state before the decay of the particle.

On the other hand, the internal fields of crystal lattice largely overcome artificial ones. A

bent crystal can induce spin precession similarly to a magnetic dipole to channeled par-

ticles. In few centimetres is possible to obtain precession equivalent to hundreds of Tesla

dipole, allowing measurable spin precession even in fast decaying particles.

SELDOM proposes employment of bent crystal for the investigation of strange and

charmed baryons at LHC. In particular, it is proposed to exploit LHCb detectors in par-

asitic mode. This can be accomplished by splitting the beam halo ≈ 100 m upstream

the detector, in order to operate without obstructing the primary beam. The strange and

charmed baryons are produced by the particles deflected from the first crystal colliding

into a tungsten target placed right before the LHCb detector. Attached to the target, a

bent crystal collects the produced particles and induces spin precession. The particles are

produced with polarized spin, the final state of the spin can be reconstructed analysing

the decay.

This configuration requires a careful design of the two bent crystal. The first acts

similarly to a LHC crystal collimator, only imposing a larger angular kick of 150 µrad

in 12 mm. The second one is much different, both in length and in radius of curvature.

Indeed, in order to be detected by LHCb detector, particles must be deflected by at least

14 mrad. While in early channeling experiments even larger deflection were achieved, the

efficiency of the deflection was extremely low (0.01-1%). This was attributed to several

factors, one being the low quality of the bending. Indeed, variation of radius of curvature

along the trajectory of the channeled particle can lead to enhanced dechanneling. It is
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Figure 5.10: SELDOM proposed setup for experiment at LHCb [176]

critical to provide bent crystal perfectly shaped, in order to maximize steering efficiency

and consequently the experiment statistic. Two prototypes were tested on H8 beam line

at CERN, in order to verifying the feasibility of such samples.

5.2.1 Crystal for precession

Crystals have been produced through a revisiting of a protocol [28, 50] already used to

manufacture crystals used for the steering of circulating particle beams at the LHC [51].

The prime materials were a 5 mm thick (111) oriented Silicon wafer and a 1 mm thick (110)

oriented Germanium wafer. Germanium is a semiconductor with the same lattice type of

Silicon and diamond, but it has stronger continuous potential thanks to its heavier nuclei.

This feature is critical for SELDOM as it leads to larger angular acceptance of channeling

phenomena and smaller critical radius of curvature. A bent Germanium crystal can thus

be a more powerful and efficient beam manipulator than a corresponding Silicon one. One

of the drawback of Germanium is its smaller availability with respect to Silicon, especially

when high standard of lattice quality is required. Crystalline defects are indeed an issue,

as they can be detrimental to the steering efficiency [16, 177]. Therefore, wafers with a
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dislocation density lower than 1/cm2 over the entire region interacting with the particle

beam were selected from a stock of wafers. The density of dislocations was characterized

through the etch pit density [178, 179] and the x-ray topography techniques. For both

samples lattice quality was reached.

The wafers physical surface is parallel to the lattice plane within some uncertainty.

A miscut angle is then characterizing this imperfect parallelism and to ease the crystal

alignment to the particle beam the crystal miscut should be minimized. The wafers miscut

angle has been measured via high-resolution X-ray diffraction and then lowered to less

than 170µrad along any direction through chemo-mechanical polishing. Mechanical dicing

was then applied to the wafers to obtain a 80×50×5 mm3 Silicon crystal and a 55×35×1

mm3 Germanium crystal. The geometry of the samples and the small radius of curvature

made previously employed bending configuration unusable. Indeed, anticlastic curvature

would be strongly suppressed (for previous extraction prototypes, much larger radius of

curvature was applied) while self-standing techniques such as sandblasting achieve much

smaller curvatures. This first approach employed mechanical banding imposed from a

metal holder, not to generate secondary elastic reaction but to directly induce the desired

bending radius. Mounting surfaces and metal clamps are shaped in order to follow a

nominal bending radius, the crystal once fixed is thus expected to adapt to the holder

shape (see Figure 5.11). Assemblies describing crystal holder were tested through finite

element modelling (Ansys R18), and the shape of the surface in contact with the crystal

were properly designed to maximize uniformity of the deformation of the crystal. The

metal components were manufactured through milling and electro discharge machining of

a block of stainless steel 316LN. This material was chosen for its compatibility with the

environment of LHC, where we aim those devices to operate. For Silicon a 5.0 m radius

profile was machined, corresponding to an expected deflection angle of the beam of 16

mrad, For Germanium the profile was 3.8 m leading to a total 14.5 mrad (see Figure 5.11).

The uniformity of the crystal deformation plays a key-role to obtain the expected steering

efficiency: to enhance uniformity of crystal curvature, the nominal shape of the surfaces of

the holder in contact with the crystal have been optimized through finite element models

to free-form surfaces and surfaces in contact with the crystal machined with ultra-precise

techniques. Mounting was performed in clean room environment to avoid dust particles

to hinder optimal contact between sample and holder. The holding clamps were tightened

with dynamometry torque to 80 cN×m.

After bending, crystal deformational state was characterized by means of a high-

resolution technique using X-ray diffraction of an 8.04 keV X-ray beam (Panalytical X’Pert3

MRD XL). Rocking Curves were obtained along the whole sample length (80 mm for Si,
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At the external beam line H8 of the SPS (CERN) each crystal/holder assembly was

mounted on a MICOS high-precision goniometer, composed by different stages. Two linear

and two rotational movements with the possibility to align the crystal in either horizontal

(x) or vertical (y) directions, were used.

All the stages are equipped with two-phase microstep motors and mechanical limit

switches are integrated in the two linear stages [59]. The linear stages and the two go-

niometers are equipped with a feedback mechanism, i.e., are read continuously by the

electronic equipment and are constantly corrected to obtain the desired position through a

feedback mechanism. The horizontal-rotational stage, which provides rotation around the

Y-axis, has an angular range of 360◦. The other rotational stage is more properly a cradle

and varies the angle around the X axis with a limited angular range of about 9×103 µrad.

Both the two goniometers have an accuracy of 1 µrad. By means of the DAQ system, the

motor positions are stored in the data files.

Deflection was measured by tracking the particle trajectory before and after the crystal

through a telescope system of 4 double-sided silicon microstrip detectors (SDi in Fig. 5.12).

The SDi were developed by INFN of Como. Each of them consists in a box (12× 12 cm2

and 4 cm thick) formed by a double-sided silicon strip detector (1.92× 1.92 cm2, 300 µm

thick) and its frontend electronics. Each SDi is composed by two sides, p-side and n-side;

the first one has a p+ implantation strip every 25 µm, while the other one (perpendicular

to the p-side) has a n+ implantation strip with a pitch of 50 µm. The incoming and the

outgoing angles of particles with respect to the crystal orientation have been determined

by using information acquired from the detectors SD1-2 and SD3-4, respectively. The

deflection angle was thereby obtained as ∆θ = θout − θin.

The usage of double sided microstrip detectors has several advantages:

• good intrinsic spatial resolution both in the horizontal and in the vertical direction

(δx ≈ 6.4µrad for p-side and δy ≈ 10.5µrad for n-side)

• limited amount of material (≈ 300µm each module) along the beam to reduce the

contribution of multiple scattering and background radiation, thus limiting the errors

in the spatial and energy resolutions

• simplicity and versatility in their installation due to their compactness

Once the tracking system was installed, the crystal entry face was aligned to a 180

GeV hadron beam in order to channel the particle beam between bent atomic planes of

the crystal. The beam divergence (26 µrad) resulted to be wider than the critical angle

for channeling at this energy (∼10 µrad) and also the dimension along the y direction
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Figure 5.13: Angular distribution of the beam after interaction with the Silicon crystal
(black curve) and Germanium crystal (red curve). The maxima located on the right side
of the plot corresponds to particles which were deflected being channeled over the entire
crystal length. By selecting only particles impinging on the crystal within the critical angle
for channeling, we record steering efficiencies of 8.9% for the Silicon crystal, and 10.8% for
the Germanium one.

(∼ 8 mm) was larger than the geometrical size of the crystal. Therefore, to select par-

ticles geometrically intercepted by the crystal and impinging on bent atomic planes with

angles comparable to the critical angle for channeling, a tracking telescope based on two

micro-strips detectors placed before the crystal and two after were used to reconstruct par-

ticle trajectories before and after the interaction with the crystal. Through Monte Carlo

simulations carried with Geant4 and analytical estimates, we evaluated that the telescope

reconstructs particle trajectories with uncertainty of ∼7 µrad before interaction with the

crystal and of ∼50 µrad after the interaction.

Figure 5.13 shows the angular distribution of the beam after the interaction with the

crystal as it is aligned in order to excite channeling of the beam. Only particles impinging

on the crystal within the critical angle for channeling are selected.

The peak of the distribution on the left is populated by particles which were not chan-

neled between atomic planes at the crystal entry face [77] and by particles which were

initially channeled but with an impact parameter with respect to atomic planes smaller

than the thermal vibration amplitude of the atoms of the crystal. For such particles events

of single scattering with inner shell electrons of atoms or with atomic nuclei results in a

drastic change of their trajectory, leading them out of channeling regime soon after being

channeled [43]. The peaks of deflected particles are centred at angles of 15988±5 µrad

and 14670±2 µrad for the case of Silicon and Germanium crystals respectively. For the
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Germanium Silicon
Transverse thickness [mm] 1 5

Thickness along the beam [mm] 55 88
Deflection angle for X rays [mrad] 14.5±0.8 16.1±0.8

Deflection angle for channeling [mrad] 14.670±2 15.988±0.8
Measured steering efficiency 10.78±0.05% 8.9±0.1%
Simulated steering efficiency 12.3±0.1% 9.9±0.1%

Table 5.8: Geometrical parameters of Silicon and Germanium crystals used in the ex-
periment and recorded channeling efficiencies compared to expected from Monte Carlo
simulations.

case of the Silicon crystal, the beam contains a fraction of 8.9±0.1% of the total particles,

while for Germanium the peak subtends a fraction of 10.78±0.05%. Between the peak of

successfully steered particles and the peak of particles that never underwent channeling,

the particle population is characterized by dechanneling phenomena. This effect is char-

acteristic of particles being initially channeled, but with impact parameter wider than the

thermal vibration amplitude of the atoms of the lattice. As result of multiple scattering

with valence electrons, whose magnitude is considerably smaller than magnitude of scat-

tering on inner shell electrons or atomic nuclei, such particles left channeling state in the

crystal bulk. Their trajectories did not follow the entire length of the crystal, and thus

obtain a deflection lower than the one reached by particles travelling the entire sample.

It is worth noting that the region between the two peaks does not show any intermediate

peak. That is a clear indication of a crystal with of uniform curvature: non-uniformities

of the deformation of the crystal would lead to the de-channeling of the particles localized

at the regions of stronger local curvature.

The particles composing the beam are indeed of lower energy A selection of the particles

impinging on the crystal within the critical angle for channeling allows to define the steering

efficiency of the crystal, Table 5.8 summarize the most important features of the tested

crystals and the recorded performances in terms of steering efficiency.

Monte Carlo simulation were carried out to simulate a perfect crystal with same cur-

vature of the two tested sample. The results obtained are in fairly good agreement with

the experimental data.
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5.2.2 Simulations

Monte Carlo simulation was performed in order to calculate the expected channeling effi-

ciency for a perfectly bent crystal.

To get information related to channeling efficiencies at higher energies with respect to

the one available for this experiment, the same simulation approach [180, 181] was used to

estimate channeling efficiency as a function of particle beam energy (Figure 5.14).

The simulation recreated a beam with uniform angular distribution of width equal

to two times the critical angle for channeling impinging the lattice planes. The strange

and charmed baryons produced in the final experiment will have angular divergence ≈100

times larger than the critical angle, thus such approximation should describe well the real

situation. Particles impinging the crystal at larger angle should have negligible effect on

the final channeling efficiency result, as shouldn’t be trapped into the potential. Once

particles exit the crystal, the channeling efficiency is calculated by confronting the number

of particles still in channeling at the end of the crystal with the total beam population.

It is worth noting that the Germanium crystal has a thickness which is about 69% of the

thickness of the Silicon crystal, while the bending angles are similar. This results in a

smaller bending radius for the Germanium crystal, despite this efficiency of Germanium

crystal is slightly higher in the range of energies of interest for the experiment. Reducing

the length of the bent crystal is a key factor for increasing statistic of the experiment, since

particles inevitably decay

Figure 5.14: Dependence of channeling efficiency on beam energy. In the simulations we
assumed a beam with a uniform angular distribution of width equal to two times the
critical angle for channeling. Red curve for the Germanium crystal, black for Silicon. In
both cases we considered a crystal with the same geometry of the crystals described in the
text.
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Chapter 6

Coherent Effects in Axially Aligned

Heavy Elements

Since their discovery, scintillator materials have played an important role in nuclear and

particle physics, as well as in medical and industrial imaging. In particular, inorganic

scintillator crystals are widely exploited for the realization of homogeneous electromagnetic

(e.m.) calorimeters for high-energy physics (HEP) and astrophysics [182, 183], to measure

the energy of e± and of γ-rays. The process of energy measurement via e.m. calorimeters is

related to the e.m. shower development with generation of secondary particles, consisting in

a long chain of events of γ emission by e± and e+e− pair production (PP) by γ. Scintillation

light produced by the passage of particles is proportional to energy deposited inside the

crystal and is collected by photo-detectors. In order to measure the initial particle energy,

the whole shower should be contained in the detector. Since for primary particles of multi-

GeV or TeV energies the shower results to be ten or more radiation lengths (X0) long,

high-Z scintillator crystals (e.g., BGO (Bi4Ge3O12), CsI, and PWO (PbWO4)) with X0 of

about 1 cm have been introduced to realize compact calorimeters. Despite these materials

are crystalline, the lattice influence on the e.m. shower is usually completely ignored both

in detector design and simulations. On the other hand, it is well known since 1950s that the

crystal lattice may strongly modify both γ emission by e± and PP by γ, thus accelerating

the e.m. shower development.

Indeed, for small angle between charged particle trajectory and crystal axes/planes

direction, successive collisions of the particles with the atoms in the same plane/row are

correlated and it is possible to replace the screened Coulomb potential of each atom with

an average continuous potential of the whole plane/string [1], corresponding to a strong

electric field E ∼ 1010 − 1012 V/cm [58, 184]. The continuous potential approximation
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remains valid within incidence angle ψ < V0/m [58].

At even higher energy, the average electric field felt by a particle in its rest frame is

enhanced by a factor γ because of the Lorentz contraction, thus becoming comparable

to the Schwinger critical field of QED, E0 = m2c3/e~ = 1.32 · 1016V/cm, which is rarely

reached in nature only in extreme environments such as pulsar atmosphere, neutron star,

supernovae and black holes. In laboratory Schwinger limit is reached even more rarely,

such as in light-by-light scattering in lead-lead ions collisions at LHC [185]. This strong

field regime is characterized by quantum synchrotron radiation with intense hard photon

emission by e±, as well as by intense PP by high-energy photons [184]. The strong field

limit is attainable in crystals if the e±/γ beam energy reaches tens/hundreds of GeV, when

the parameter χ = γE/E0 is ∼ 1.

The huge enhancement of radiation and PP processes caused by the strong crystalline

field was predicted by the authors of [58, 184, 186, 187] and observed at CERN and IHEP

since middle 80s with the usage of single crystals of diamond, Si, Ge, W, and Ir [188–192].

The main consequence of these effects was the acceleration of the e.m. shower development,

which resulted in a strong reduction of the shower length and thereby of the radiation

length, X0, in comparison with amorphous materials (or equivalently randomly-oriented

crystals).

Since high-Z crystal scintillators are widely exploited in e.m. calorimeters for HEP,

it became rather important to investigate the strong field influence on the e.m. shower

development in these materials. The only previous study in this direction was carried out

about 20 years ago with oriented garnet and lead tungstate crystals at intermediate electron

energy (26 GeV, corresponding to χ ≃ 1), which resulted in a limited increase in energy loss

of about 10% of the beam energy as compared to random orientation [193]. The authors

claimed the importance to further investigate such processes at higher energies (about

hundreds-GeV or TeV), where the strong field effects would become more important and

at which current and future HEP experiments would work. The need of a full Monte Carlo

code to simulate the e.m. shower development in oriented crystals was also highlighted.

The research carried out in this thesis is focused on lead tungstate (PWO). PWO is

widely employed as inorganic scintillator thanks to its extremely fast scintillation time (6

ns). Furthermore, PWO is one of the most efficient in containing e.m. showers thanks to

its small radiation length (0.89 cm) and molière radius (1.959 cm). Such features partly

derive from its dense structure and heavy elements (W, Pb) composing it. In particular,

crystallographic characterization and investigation of axial effect with ultrarelativistic par-

ticles were carried out on a single crystal PWO strip 2×4×55 mm3, with corresponding

orientations [100]×[001]×[010].
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Figure 6.1: PWO crystal and its electric potential. (a) Orientation of the crystal with
respect to the electron beam. PWO crystal lattice from the side (b) and along the trajectory
(c). (d) Average continuous axial potential felt by electrons moving along the [001] axis.
Room-temperature thermal vibrations have been taken into account.[194]

A PWO crystal has a scheelite-type structure characterized by a tetragonal lattice with

constants a =b= 5.456 Å and c=12.020Å. Thus, the sample used has main face corre-

sponding to the (100) planes.

The electron and positron beams were aligned with the [001] crystal axis, which was

parallel to the L = 4 mm = 0.45X0 crystal side, as shown in Fig.6.1(a). Fig.6.1 also displays

the PWO crystal lattice from [100] (b) and [001] (c) axis view, while the continuous axial

potential felt by the particle moving along the [001] axes is represented in Fig.6.1(d). The

high-energy beam of the CERN SPS H4 beamline was used to explore the deep strong field

regime, characterized by a factor χ ≃ 4, corresponding to a maximal axial field strength of

E ≈ 2.3×1011V/cm and a Lorentz factor γ ≈ 2.35×105. The crystal thickness was chosen

to highlight the transition from the ”thin target” limit (L < X0) for the case of random

crystal-to-beam alignment, to the opposite condition of ”thick target”, corresponding to

the crystal disposed in axial orientation, in which X0 is reduced to an effective value, X0eff ,

in such a way that L > X0eff .
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6.1 X-rays characterization

The axial effect depends on the presence and alignment with a crystalline structure. Almost

ideally perfect crystals have been achieved only for a handful of material. Semiconductor

industry has reached a standard of almost perfect Silicon and Germanium, and intense

research is being focused on new material such as Silicon Carbide and Gallium Arsenide.

Diamond can be growth with high level of purity and lattice quality, although in much

smaller size than ingots. The other single crystals produced present a structure composed

by a multitude of little crystal (crystallites) aligned within an angular range, called mo-

saicity. Defects in the periodic lattice structure, such as dislocations, are several orders of

magnitude more frequent wrt Silicon. In order to obtain a realistic characterization of the

effective crystalline structure of the sample, X-ray diffraction studies were performed. The

mosaicity of the sample was measured at ID11 beamline of ESRF synchrotron (Grenoble).

At the facility it was possible to access to high energy X-rays (140 keV) and high intensity

beam. Since PWO strongly absorb x-rays, these features are critical to penetrate across the

whole sample thickness and directly investigate the lattice bulk. The beam was collimated

to micrometric size (50×50 µm2) for spatial resolution.

Figure 6.2: One of the RC measured at the central part of the PWO strip. The FWHM
of the curve indicates the mosaicity of the crystal

The sample was measured across the 2 mm thickness in order to measure the crystal bulk

mosaicity. Several rocking curves of (200) were acquired in different locations. The angular

resolution of the experimental setup was 3 µrad, thanks to the small angular divergence of

the x-rays beam and the high monochromaticity (∆E/E ≈ 10−3). The mosaicity observed
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over the sample was lower than 100 murad (fig 6.2). Being the mosaicity lower than the

angular range of the strong field, the whole sample can be axially aligned.

Further characterizations were carried out at Ferrara Sensor and Semiconductor Labo-

ratory. An estimation of the dislocation density was carried out exploiting the anomalous

absorption phenomena (Borrmann effect [195]). Indeed, the high-resolution diffractometer

should operates at energy range too low to characterize the internal structure of the sample,

being 8.04 KeV photons absorbed in few microns by lead tungstate. However, dynami-

cal theory expects diffracting x-rays to propagate through the lattice as a set of standing

waves. The waves nodes can either fall on crystal planes or beside them. The first wave

mode absorption is naturally enhanced, but for the latter mode the effective absorption

is strongly suppressed. X-rays are thus able to propagate ”anomalous” length inside the

sample. The phenomenon is only possible if the x-rays are continuously interacting with

a perfect crystal lattice within a characteristic length called extinction distance Λ, thus

maximum allowed dislocation density δd is limited to ≈ 1/Λ3.

Anomalous absorption was observed during diffraction of (200) planes across a 0.5 mm

thickness lead tungstate. A diffracted peak was detected in Laue configuration, while

transmitted beam was completely blocked when misaligned from diffraction. The sample

was purchased from the same producer showed similar mosaicity when measured at ESRF,

thus the quality of the crystal was accepted as similar to the 2 mm thick specimen. Direct

investigation was not possible as even with anomalous absorption the sample was too thick.

Λ is inversely proportional to X-rays wavelength, hence measures at different energy

would provide different constrains to the sample lattice quality. The high energy mea-

surements performed at ESRF with 140 KeV X-rays did not show any anomalous ab-

sorption. Thus it is possible to define a minimum and maximum dislocation density as

1/Λ3
140KeV < δd < 1/Λ3

8.04KeV , This means that within a volume of (Λ8.04)
3 the lattice

appears with no defects, while defects are present in a volume of (Λ140)
3. Thus, the range

of dislocation density should be [(Λ140)
−3 : (Λ8.04)

−3] = [106/cm2 : 8× 109/cm2].

6.2 Experiment at CERN

The sample was mounted on high-resolution goniometer to be aligned with the beam. The

instrument was the same employed in chapter 5.2. A similar tracking system was used

as well, with one less silicon plane (SD) downstream the crystal. Indeed, in the previous

experiment focus was the particle deflection, so two SD planes were dedicated to directly

track the deflection angle. In this case, deflection angle is extracted by knowing the distance
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Figure 6.3: Experimental setup. S1-2 are the plastic scintillators used for the trigger; SD1,
SD2, and SD3 are the Silicon Detectors forming the tracker. The triangle represents the
bending magnet that separates both the primary electrons and secondary charged particles
produced by emitted photons inside the PWO sample. γ-CAL is the e.m. calorimeter used
to collect the emitted photons.[194]

of the crystal from the only downstream SD and extracting the distance. Being the PWO

strip much shorter along the beam than the prototypes for spin precession (1:13.75-20) and

the distance from SD3 (≈ 1:1000). Hence its size can be approximated to a point in the

reconstruction of trajectories with error of order of 0.1%. This allowed to reduce material

on the beam and thus possible radiation background. The tracking system allowed to

achieve angular resolution of ≈ 10 µrad on the beam trajectory.

The setup described in [196] was upgraded with a new γ-calorimeter based on a 3× 3

matrix of CMS-type ECAL crystals, covering a total of 25X0 to measure all the produced

γ-rays downstream the crystal. Also the γ-CAL, in turn, was made of lead tungstate.

The beam divergence was 80×90 µrad2 in horizontal and vertical directions, respec-

tively. After the silicon telescope, a bending magnet (the triangle in Fig.6.3) separated the

charged beam (composed by the primary particles and pairs generated in the crystal)from

the emitted γ-rays, which are collected at the downstream e.m. calorimeter.

Axial alignment requires both horizontal and vertical angular scan. In the first hori-

zontal angular scan, (100) planes were individuated among other skew planes. Then, the

crystal was aligned with the [001] axes by scanning the vertical rotational movement. After

the measurement in axial alignment, the radiation energy loss spectrum was measured also

far from main crystallographic orientations. The configuration was chosen to measure the

sample behaviour in condition of almost complete suppression of orientational coherent

effect from the lattice structure.

Figure 6.4-a displays the experimental radiated energy distribution of the 120 GeV/c

electrons (1/N)∆N(E)/∆E, where ∆N(E) is the number of events acquired in the range

[E−∆E/2, E+∆E/2], ∆E being the bin size of the distribution and N the total number

of entries. The x-axis values represent the sum of the energies of all the photons collected
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Figure 6.4: a. Distributions of the radiated energy by 120 GeV electrons in the 4 mm-long
PWO target, (1/N)∆N(E)/∆E, measured collecting all the survived photons with the
γ-CAL placed downstream the crystal, in three different crystal-to-beam configuration:
random (am. exp.), axial (ax. exp.), and planar (pl. exp.) alignment. The Monte Carlo
simulations regarding the axial and amorphous case (ax. sim. and am. sim.) including in
the code both the PP by the emitted γ and γ emission by the produced e± are also shown.
b. Simulated total radiative energy loss obtained by switching off the PP by the emitted
γ for the randomly (am. sim. no PP) and axially (ax. sim. no PP) aligned cases.[194]

at the downstream γ-CAL; in other words, all the produced γs by each primary e− in the

PWO crystal and not absorbed/converted inside it. Indeed, the crystal was thick enough

to allow pairs production from emitted photons and, since it is not possible to distinguish

the primary from the secondary electrons, all of them were swiped away by the magnetic

field upstream the γ-CAL (see Fig. 6.3). Details of the measurement procedure can be

found in Ref. [197, 198]. As expected, the distributions for both the axial and planar cases

are harder if compared with the random case and peaked at 60 and 100 GeV, respectively.

On the other hand, the radiated energy distribution related to the amorphous case has

the typical shape of nearly single-photon Bethe-Heitler spectrum, with a sharp 1/E-like

decrease in the soft photon region, on the left.
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The enhancement of γ quanta emission resulted in a decrease of the effective radia-

tion length in the axially oriented PWO crystal, with an acceleration of the e.m. shower

development.

Further proof of this is the relevant growth of production of secondary charged particles,

as measured with the SD3 silicon detector placed downstream the crystal just before the

bending magnet. During the analysis, we selected only single hits registered by both

SD1 and SD2 detectors, i.e., only incoming single tracks onto the crystal. It resulted

that the number of produced particles detected by the Si detector SD3 was enlarged by a

factor of three when the sample was axially aligned, with only 30% left of single tracks if

compared with the 70% in case of random orientation. This was indeed a first qualitative

demonstration of the transition from nearly pure bremsstrahlung to pronounced shower

development, with an increase of generation of secondary particles, caused by the strong

decrease of X0eff .

Since part of the radiated energy by the primary electrons was converted in pairs and

not collected at the calorimeter, a proper estimation of the X0eff reduction factor can be

done only through Monte Carlo simulation. We recently developed a method of direct

integration of the Baier Katkov (BK) formula [196, 199] and tested it vs. experimental

results with Si crystals [196, 198, 200]. The BK quasi-classical method is used to compute

the e.m. radiation emission by ultrarelativistic particles in an external field taking into

account quantum recoil and is commonly used to treat the strong field effects in crystals

[201]. For the case of this letter, we included the contribution of PP through the BK method

to describe the shower development. The results of the simulation for the radiated energy

distributions for 120 GeV e− under axial (ax. sim.) and random (am. sim.) alignment are

shown in Fig.6.4-a, being in quite good agreement with the experimental results. Indeed,

with the aim of reproducing the experimental configuration, the simulation plots include

only the total energy of the photons survived after the crystal.

The agreement between the experiment and simulations proved the feasibility of the

method that can be used to infer the total radiative energy loss by the primary electron.

This was done modifying the code by switching off the PP by the emitted γ-rays. The

simulation result is shown in Fig.6.4-b. Here, in case of axis-to-beam alignment the dis-

tribution shows a peak around 115 GeV, with an average energy loss Eloss = 109.7 GeV

per e−. This latter value is consistent with X0eff ≃ 1.6 mm, determined by the equation

Eloss = Ebeam(1− e−L/X0eff ) with Ebeam = 120 GeV, which results in a ratio X0/X0eff ≃ 5.

Such estimation is an approximation since the primary beam energy, and consequently the

χ parameter, decrease during the shower development, with a consequent increase of X0eff

[202]. Nevertheless, through simulation it is possible to extrapolate the correct value at
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different particle energy, being indeed X0eff ≃ 1.35 mm for the primary 120 GeV e−.

The same investigation was repeated using a positron beam in order to observe the effect

for positive particles being the the two beam otherwise similar in all other features such

as size, angular divergence and energy. Indeed, both electrons and positrons are produced

by gamma photon conversion in the same target: switching current sign of upstream e.m.

optics allows to deliver to the experimental area either type of particles.
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Figure 6.5: Energy distribution of the γ-photons emitted by the interaction of 120 GeV
e- and e+ beams with a PWO crystal of 4 mm. The radiated energy detected by the
γ-calorimeter in axial (in red) and amorphous (in grey) beam-to-crystal alignments. Filled
circles correspond to the energy distribution emitted by e+ particles-to-crystal interactions;
not filled circles correspond to the energy distribution emitted by e- particles-to-crystal
interactions. Events producing photons with energy lower than 1 GeV were discarded.

As expected, the distribution of photons created by primary e+ is in agreement with

the distribution generated by primary e-, for both beam-to-crystal alignments. In either

cases the distributions were peaked at ≈ 100 GeV.

Indeed, photon emission mechanism is the same for both kind of particles. Although in

case of non-divergent beam and ideally perfect crystal differences were expected, as chan-

neling effect would affect differently positrons and electrons trajectory inside the medium.

In the experiment the beam divergence and lattice defects presence were verified, thus

channeling was strongly suppressed and no clear effect was observed in the experimental

data.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental radiated energy distribution by 120 GeV/c e− inside the crystal
vs. [001] axes-to-beam orientation, as measured by the downstream calorimeter collected
by rotating the crystal with the goniometer along the (100) planes. The region within ±1
mrad is between two red-dashed vertical lines, while the region within ψ = ±2 mrad mrad
is between two black-dashed vertical lines.[194]

For applications in both HEP and astrophysics, the angular acceptance of e.m. shower

enhancement is a key parameter. Fig.6.6 shows the experimental radiated energy distribu-

tion vs. [001] axes-to-beam orientation, collected by rotating the crystal along the (100)

planes with the goniometer. The relevant increase in the energy loss due to the interac-

tion with the crystal axes is maintained for about ± 1 mrad (vertical red-dashed lines),

which corresponds to the theoretical angular region for strong synchrotron-like radiation

and PP, i.e ψ ≃ ±V0/m = ±1 mrad. As expected, such angular acceptance is one order of

magnitude larger than the critical angle for channeling θc ≈ 100 µrad. At larger incidence

angle, the distribution approaches to the planar level peaked at 60 GeV when ψ ≃ 2-3

mrad > V0/m. From theory and previous experiments with W crystals [203], at still larger

incidence angle with respect to either axial or planar directions, CB/CPP regime holds

true [204] and a measurable contribution to radiation/PP increase should manifest up to

ψ ∼ 17× 103(about one degree).
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6.3 Possible Applications

The measured X0 reduction manifests in an acceleration of the e.m. shower development,

the strength of which depends on the particle energy and its direction with respect to

the main crystal axes, being maximal at the beginning of the shower when the primary

particle possesses the highest energy [202]. The existing e.m. calorimeters made of high-Z

scintillators, such as ECAL for CMS and Fermi LAT, have a crystalline structure [182,

183]. Thus, in principle, orientational effects could have been registered also for these

experiments, even if the crystalline structure of the scintillators was not considered when

they were mounted. However, this possibility is very unlikely because the majority of the

events occurs at ψ ≫ V0/m, thereby making the influence of the crystal structure quite

marginal. Nevertheless, the unavoidable existence of rare events with e± and γ incidence

at ψ ≤ V0/m with one of the main crystal axes would demand further investigation.

On the other hand, the acceleration of e.m. shower development in oriented scintillator

crystals can be exploited for future fixed-target experiments to build compact forward e.m.

calorimeters/pre-showers, with a considerable reduction of the detector thickness for beam

incidence in the range ψ ∼ mrad. Furthermore, these effects can be applied to diminish

the thickness of a photon converter, taking advantage of the reduced ratio between X0 and

nuclear interaction length, thus increasing the transparency to hadrons as done in the past

by the NA48 experiment at CERN [76], as well as in the construction of a downstream

calorimeter to detect photons in the existing beam without being blinded by hadronic

interactions [205]. A similar principle can be transferred to light dark matter search to

decrease the dump length, which is a crucial parameter [206]. Indeed, if a dark photon

is created during the e.m. shower initiated by a primary e±, it can be detected only if

survives after the remaining dump length. The shorter is such length, the higher is the

sensitivity to dark photons.

Furthermore, with the birth of multimessenger astrophysics, one may think of pointing

a telescope towards a source, thus measuring the spectrum of a point-like γ-source in the

TeV energy region [58, 207]. If a satellite is equipped with a calorimeter module made of

oriented crystals, the shower of γ-rays with energy larger than 100 GeV can be completely

contained in a quite compact volume, reducing the necessary weight—and therefore the

cost—compared to those currently used. In the absence of pointing, a calorimeter made

of oriented scintillators would continue to operate in a standard way. Thinking of an

apparatus similar to FERMI LAT [183], the reduction of X0 in oriented crystals could be

useful to reduce both the calorimeter volume and the thickness of the photo-converters

in the tracking system, thus reducing the dispersive effect of the multiple scattering that
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worsens the detector resolution. The advantage of using high-Z scintillators instead of

metallic crystals, such as W or Ir as NA48 did, is the better crystallographic quality and

the possibility to be grown in virtually any size [193]. Indeed, the mosaic spread of the PWO

sample used in the experiment is ≈ 0.1 mrad as measured with X-ray diffraction, while

it is usually more than 1 mrad for commercially available metallic crystals. Moreover,

the transparency of the crystals gives the additional possibility to measure directly the

characteristics of the cascade by collecting the scintillation light, as in the CERN NA64

experiment active beam dump [208].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

A new design for silicon bent collimator of LHC was proposed, in order to substitute the

older version with a thermal stable one. The work focused on both optimization of the

crystalline material and holder structure. The silicon wafer crystal miscut was character-

ized and successfully reduced by up to two order of magnitude in order to achieve standard

for LHC operation. To our knowledge, a record of parallelism between optical surface and

lattice planes was reached during this work. A careful selection of the best crystallographic

orientation was selected for the strip samples, in order to suppress torsion induced by crys-

tal anisotropy. A deep and careful control lattice quality was carried out on the machined

surfaces of the sample, employing several techniques (x-rays diffraction, micro-Raman,

RBS and TEM) up to the most superficial atomic plane. An etching procedure for the

titanium holders was devised in order to reduce surface stresses and impurities from the

production process. A specific assembly routine was devised for the sample: using precise

dynamometric torques in clean room ISO-4 environment to maximize reproducibility. A

total of 27 samples were tested, and 10 samples were selected for testing at CERN facilities.

The thermal stability after LHC bake-out process and bending condition characterized in

Ferrara were officially confirmed. The current competence acquired allows to fabricate

crystal collimator suitable for an actual installation in LHC.

The challenge of increasing deflection angle and sizes of crystal for extraction and spin

precession studies was undertaken, significantly changing the sample shapes and bending

methods. Investigation of the maximum length of anticlastic curvature, previously used

for strip shaped samples, was carried out and record size and deflection were achieved

while maintaining fairly homogeneous curvature. A completely novel approach was tested

when self-standing sandblasting method was employed. In order to adapt the technique

to halo extraction, a patterning of the machining was designed. The obtained curvature
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was tested at ESRF with hard x-ray micro-beam, a constant curvature was confirmed. A

deep characterization with x-rays tomography at KIT synchrotron confirmed the conser-

vation of perfect lattice quality after the bending process. The sample showed efficient

channeling when tested at H8 extracted beam line of SPS, CERN. After the final con-

trol of thermal stability, the technologies proved to be suitable for application in LHC

beampipe for halo steering. Prototype crystals for spin precession of strange and charmed

baryons where devised within the SELDOM project collaboration. This new set of samples

required a further increase of both size and curvature. In particular, radius of curvature

was significantly decreased from ≈ 102 m to 5 m. A novel holder type was developed to

directly impose the curvature used for beam steering, discarding the secondary curvature

approach exploited previously in Ferrara research group. Furthermore, manipulation of

Germanium crystal was investigated as well to increase steering power and efficiency. Two

samples made of Silicon and Germanium were produced and successfully tested with 180

pion beams at CERN. This result achieved a milestone of the project, currently in progress

until 31st of March 2023.

Finally, a different orientational coherent phenomena was investigated with heavy in-

organic scintillator. By exploiting the strong fields arising from axial continuous potential

of lead tungstate (PWO), effects of nonlinear QED were observed during interaction of the

crystal axis with 120 GeV e± at CERN. The defects of the crystal structure of the samples

were previously estimated at ESRF synchrotron and at Ferrara laboratories. The results

of the measurements contributed to the creation of dedicated experiments ELIOT (Elec-

tromagnetic Processes in Oriented Crystals) and OSCaR (Oriented Scintillator Crystals)

at the INFN section of Ferrara.
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